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PREFACE
The effort in this thesis was directed toward portraying the range of the
ideological spec trum revealed by the education question wring the Second
French Republic and toward presenting the background and events in this conflict in a succinct and comprehensive format (sanething that was found notably
lacking during the author's investigations.)
If the inclusion of such administrative detail proves burdensome to the
reader, it is the author's hope that he will realize that the positions assumed on many minor matters and the evolution of the educational machinery
often had an important significance.
Translations of the longer French passages which appear in the footnotes
were rendered by the author.
A word of special appreciation is due Professor Edward Gargan whose
courses encouraged the author to delve into Nineteenth Century" European history and whose interest and assistance in this particular study were most
helpful.
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CHAPTER I
THE FRENCH EDUCATIONAL S'lRUC'l'URE,

1808-1848.

Throughout the Nineteenth Century in the struggles between les

~

Frances, on few issues was more attention paid, more legislation proposed or
more emotion displayed than in the oontroversy over
Frenoh youth. l

~o

should educate the

Education was seen not as merely instruction in the rudiments

of reading and writing or the arts and sciences bUt as the process by 'Which
the forthcoming generation of French citizens would develop attitudes and
beliefs about their society and government, their God and destiny.

As a result

it was the rare Vol tar ian bourgeois or Catholic royalist who was willing to
permit his opponents to educate his own son or daughter.

No legislation or

decree between 1795 and 1900 served as a lasting accord or acceptable compranise, for the fovernments of revoluticn and counterrevolution in France
utilized the educational structure to impose their own political, social and
religious philosophy.

The state secular schools of the Revolution--which

existed for the most part on paper--were followed by those under ecclesiastical domination during the Bourbon Restoration.

The anticlerical temper of

the July Monarchy was also evident in the educational structure.

A conser-

vati 'We tide during the Second Republic and F..mpire saw its efforts undone
after 1870.

And in almost every case, it was not so much the machinery' of

lOne author has gone so far as to suggest that 1t could be made the
central theme of Nineteenth Century French history. Roger Sol tau, Political
Thought .!n. !!:!D.£! !!l .!:h! Nineteenth Century (New Haven, 1931), p. 66.
1

2

governmental c'Xltrol that was revised, rut more frequently a substitution of
personnel, a neglect or enforcement of existing legislation or the simple
exercise of the power to appoint and dismiss officials that was utUized.

In

1822 under Louis XVIII, Mgr. F}"aysinous became grand master of the Universi~.
In 1880 all clerics were barred from its governing council.

The inseparabilit,y

of religion and education is nowhere better exemplified than in the single
~

government ministry, the Ministere

.S! !

tinstruction publigue

~ ~

affaires

eccl'esiastigues (or.!! ~ cultes) that was established to deal with than.
It was during the Revolution that the government ot France first chose

to give a comprehensi va direction to education.

'!'he Convention proclaimed

tree and compulsory education in November, 1793, and permitted almost anyone
to open a SChool,2 but in 1794, some supervision was introduced, and the following year compulsory education was renounced whUe the number of students
1Il0 could obtain free education was reduced to twenty-five percent of those

attending.3

Under the Consulate the basis of Nineteenth Century French edu-

cat10n was established.

Napoleon, in an effort to emphasize secondary edu-

cation rechristened the old departmental ~oles centzoales as lyc",es in 1802,
and at the same time provided tor a more elementary secondary education in
schools to be

mown

as ~oles seconda1res cOlllnunaux. if they were maintained

by the local commune, and as ~oles s8Coodaires particuliers, if they were

-

2Matthew Arnold, The powilar Education of France (London, 1861), p. 26.
Ibid., p. 28.

3
private. L Primary education was lett to the local authorities, civU or private.'
Then on May 10, 1806, by a briet but portentous decree Napoleon created
the Universi"

.!:!!

}!'rance, the educational corporation, that, in theory at

least, was to have exclusive control ot public instruction in France. 6
This legal monopoly endured until 1850 when it was effectively abolished
by the passage of the

12! Falloux.

For two years, though, the Uni versi tAa

existed in r.ame only until its organization and function were spelled out
in 1808.

A decree of March 17 enumerated its basic structure; a second one

promulgated September 17 oftered supplemental regu1ations. 7

The monopolistic

character of the Universite
" was apparent in the tirst article ot the March
decree:

,

"t tenseignement publique, dans tout 1 'Empire, est contie exclusive-

,.

ment "a 1 'Uni versi te. "

Articles 2 and 3 further prohibited any school trom

existing outside of it or anyone trom teaching wi thout being a member of it.
A complete hierarchy ot educational institutions was enumerated ranging from
".

the tacul tea of arts and SCiences, law and medicine to the primary level,
~

the petites ecoles.
The greatest reorganization occurred in the secondary schools.

The

1yc~es were retained, but the tormer ~coles secondaires connunaux were renamed

LGeorges Weill, Histoire
1921), p. 18.

!!! 1.' enseignement

secondaire.

--

1808-1820 (Paris,

SArnold, p. 32.
60ctave GrearJi, ed., ta legislation de 1 'instruction primaire en France
dezuis 1789 jusq!l'!~ jo\i'rs,~d ed. (Paris, 1890), I, p. 193.
-

7~., p. 196.f.

4

,

~

collese~

communaux.

were henceforth to

All private schools, the ecoles secondaires part1culiers,
l~

either institutions or E!nsions depending on the level

of secondary education they taught.
.."

the Univerflite was compromised:

From the outset, the exclusiveness of

in the same degree the Brethern of the

Christian Schools were automatically admitted to it because of the [overnmentes insufficient resources to staff and support primary schools.

It was

also a gesture to the Catholics, as was the appointment of Fontanes as Orand
Master of the Universit~.8
There _s no immediate effec t on private secondary schools despite the
wording of the decree.
had 23,508. 10

In 1806, they had 22,000 students,9 and in 1809, they

In 1808, their status was permi tted to remain unchanged pending

an investigation of the situation,ll but on March 8, 1811, the Orand Master
decided to authorize no new ones in view of tlleir su.dden growth. 12 On
November 15, an additional restriction was

1~posed to

prevent their curricu-

"

, when there was one in the
1um from duplicating that of a col1ese or a Iycee
13
same town.
Further consolidation of the Universit~'s position was ended
with the fall of the Empire, onlT a few months before Napoleon's final deadline of January 1, 1815, when all teaohers in French schools were to have a

80eoffrey- Brunn, EUrope

~ ~ French Imperium (New York, 1958), P. 145.

9weill, Secondaire, p. 20.
lOFrancois Aulard, Napoleon
p. 306.

!!£ ~ 1! monopole universitaire (Paris, 1911),

llIbid., p. 292.
I2 Ibid ., p. 293.

-

13 France. M1nis~re de l'instruction publique, RecuaU des lois at ror"$Slementa r~latifs .1 fenseignment superieur .!l France (Paris, l1mO)-;-I,p7j •

!

dep,ree conterred by the Un! verst t."$.1l,
Al though Louis XVI II retained the Universi ~, he parmi tted certain exceptions--ottic!ally and unotticially-- to private Church schools.
ber 5, l8lL, the monarch issued a decree alloldng one
each

de~~rtment

~

On Octo-

seminaire in

tor the secondary education ot boys intended tor the grand

seminaire. lS Enrollment, however, was subject to certain restrictions

,

,

depending upon whether there was also a lysee or merely a college in that
department.

In Februar,y of the tollowing year, in a gesture to decentral-

ization, the Universite was divided into seventeen regional bodies termed
academies.

At the same ttme the lycees were renamed coll~ges roynux. 16 The

decentralization was llndone during the Hundred Days but not reinstated when
the Bourbon king returned, although a Commission of Public Instruction under
the presidency of Royer-Collard replaced the grand master, chancellor and
council organization. 17 The quasi-independent corporative status that
Napoleon had intended, in hopes ot creating an esprit

~

cores peculiar to

that body, was changed when the Universi~ becaJle a Ilinisterial department
in l82h. 18
In 1822 with Cornt. Vill~e as head of the ultra cabinet, a serious

lUoreard, I, p. 198.
lSIbid., p. 227
l6Ib!4., p. 229.
17Paul Bastid, Les institutions politisues de 1! monarc~ie Ear.l~entaire
IBlh-184r.(Paris, 199), p. 395.

franiais~.

IRA rnold, p. 36 •

6

aUempt was made to undennine the Universit&, but actually abolishing it at
that time would have been impossible.
liberal

te~cher8

Mgr. Gray-sinous became Grand Master;

were expelled and replaced qy priests wherever possible;

students never intend1ng to become priests were accepted in the p!tit8
naires.

19

~-

An ordinance of Februar.r 27, 1821, had given the bishops super-

vision over the coll~ges in their diocese and permitted certain private instiution~

tc offer a coreplete secondary educ&tion, bu.t such schools, known

as institutions de pltJin exercice, were prohibited from accspting day
,,·tudents (-ale-ves externes) where a college existed in the same town. 20

In

1824, Catholic primary schools were placed under local committees headed by

the clergy.21 Alrea~ in 1818, the Brethern of the Christian Schools had
22
been exempted fronl all examinations,
and by 1828, the Jesuits, an unauthorized congregation, conducted seven petits sem1natres. 23 The Church
tried to discredit the state schools, and their lower tuition or lack of

any tuition at all helped attract many students. 24

In

1815, there had been

2"
about 18,000 students in the petite seminaires; :> by 1827, the enrollJl18nt

19Frederick Arts, France under ~ Bourbon Restora.tion (Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1931), p. 228.
20Ministere
"
de l'instruction publique, Recueil
21
Arnold, p. 44.

.2!!!.!2.!!!,

I, p. 470.

221bid•

-

23!_t:tz, p. 229.

24~.,

p. 138.

2'Adrien Dansette, H1stoire reli&1euse de 1& France

l:! R~volution !. 1! Trois1Lie Rlpub11cme , (l'arli,19li8), I,

conte~oraine. B!
p.

2 •

has been estimated to have been as high as 50,000.

7

26

In 1828, reaction to the clerical domination and subterfuges manifested i
self.

A press outcry against the presence of the Jesuits resulted in the esta

lisbment of a COmmissiOn~'enqu;te.27

The Ordinances of 1828, the outcome of

this commission, prohibited the Jesuits from teaching in any school and limited
the number of students in the eetits seminaires to 20,000. 28
Philippe and in accord

~th

ther measures were taken.

Under Louis

the anticlerical temper of the July Monarchy, furMany liberal lay teachers returned to the collages,

and the number of priests teaching philosophy steadily d1minished. 29

French re

placed Latin as the language of instruction. 30 On October 16, 1830, a decree
ended the ecclesiastical preponderance in the local cOmmittees, and in the following year all exempt! ons to degrees and certifica tea were done away wi the 31
'10 organize the efforts of the Catholic opposition, the parti catholique

was founded, and the educational question served as the camnon ground for both
liberal and conservative Catholics.

Hoping to achieve their objectives through

parliamentary action, the Catholics cited the article in the Charter of 18)0

260eorges Cogniot, f! guestion scholaire !n 1848 .!] 1! !2.! Falloux (Paris,
1848), p. 56. There is every reason to consider this figure wholly exaggerated
The work is of dubious scholarship and obvious marxist interpretation. Only if
the total number 01 students in the petits seminaires, the institutions and the
pensiOns is meant can this figure be close to being correct. The actual number
was somewhere between twenty-live and thirty thousand.
27 Bastid, Monarchie E!rlementaire. p. 396.
28weill, Secondaire, p. 66.
29 lbi.Q, p. 100.
30 Ibid.
31 Arnold, p. 49.

8
which called for freedom of education.

The first gesture to this article oc-

curred in 1833 but not purely for reasons of educational freedom.
Fran90is Guizot, now Minister of Public Instruction, was concerned over
the state of illiteracy among French citizens.

This was a common concern of

the liberal minded, but the state up to now had been unwilling to provide sufficient funds or enforcement to establish universal primary education, and it
would not permit the Church to fill this gap by freely establishing schools.
In 1813, only one out of eight children was in a prima~ school. 32

B.1 1821,

there were 25,000 communes still without a school of any sort,33 and in 1830,
only 2L,000 out of 39,000 communes had schools. 3L

The Law of 183) required

all communes to establish a sch001.)S Where local resources, either civil or
private, were inadequate, the depar1ment or even the national government would
provide assistance.

All were to be admitted to the schools regardless of

capacity to pay whereas the present number of scholarships Offered had been
fixed at one fifth the total number of smdents.

(This had been decreased
36
Any one of
from the one fourth established by the Consti tuante in 179L.)
eighteen years age and possessing a certificate of morality and capacity could

32Brunn, p. lh6.

--

33 J • P. Bur,y, France. 181h...19uO (New York, 1948), p. 17.

J4Arts , p. 139.

35Moniteur, June 22, 1833, p. 1750.

36See above, p. 2.

Law as adopted by Chamber of Peers.

9
open a school after serving notice ot his intentions to the local authorities.
The Chamber of Deputies was concerned over the inevitable rise ot Church
schools, but it voted down an amendment ot Vataux which would ban members ot
unauthorized congregations from opening a SChool. 37 Article.3 ot the law as
passed by" the Chamber ot Deputies and retained by the Pe.rs indicated that
children of a minority religious group would not have to participate in religious instruction .. lB fut religious instruction was not seen to be wholly
undesirable in the primary schools.

The commission which reported on this law

to the Chamber ot Deputies made this clears
,-

La direction des practiques religieuses demeure exclusivement reserve aux ministres de chaque cul te ••• mais la partie morale, la
partie historiqu. de l'instruction religieuse'.39orment une des branches
essentielles de tout enseignement civU • • •
Opinion has been divided on this law ever since its passage.

One author

characterizes it as "un concordat entre l'Etat et l'Eglise ["quiJ abonnait
l'instruction primaire au clerge;n40 another considers it as "la charte consti
tutive de l'instruction primaire en France. n41 There is no question thnt the
law enabled the number ot primary schools, Most of them run by the Church, to

37Moniteur,

39Ib~d.,

May 1, 18.:33, p. 1210.

38Ibid., June 22, p. l7SO.

Law as passed by" Chamber of Peers.

Mareh 4, p. 601. Report ot oommission accompanying the presentation or the gr0att. "The direction ot religious praotices is exclusively
reaerm for the nisters of each religion • • • but the moral and historical oontent ot religious instruction torms one of the essential parte of all
civil education."

4° Bast1d, Monarehie garlementaire,

p. 399.

~ene Resbecq, L'enseignement praaire catholique.
(Paris, 1901), p. 41. -

1789-1900,

--

10
grow; but it is also the fact that whereas in 1834, there were 33,695 primary
SChOOls,42 little more than there were in 1813,43

qy

1847 there were 43,514. 44

With the almost canplete freedaB for private primary schools won, attention turned toward the next level of instruction.
break of the Revolution of 1848, proJete

2! ~

Chambers, in 1836, lA41, 1844 and 1847.

But

~'our

times before the out-

were placed before the French

t~fore

proceeding with a resumee

of this decade and a half of legislative debate over secondar,y schools, a brief
description of that level of French education ",. ill be undertaken.
In 1830 there were 38 coll~ges royaux (the tormer mees) and 322

.£2!-

leges communaux wi th a total enrollmen t of slightly over forty thousand. 45
At the sane time, however, there were twenty-eipht thousand students in the
private institutions and pensions.

46

Since 1809, the number of students in the

state secondary schools had increased by two-thirds whUe the increase in the
private schools had been less than twenty-five percent, although the number of
private schools had increased during this period from 697 to

985.~7

If the

u2

Arnold, p. 55.

43 Brunn, p. 146.
44

Arnold, p. 55.

.2!

451! Grande Encl10pedie (Paris, 1886-1902), XI, p. 952 and XXII, p. 808.
...
h6
Ministere de 1 'instruct-ion pub1iQue et des beaux arts, Statistiques
!'enseignement secondaire (Parls, 186A), IT, p. 127.

h7Information was derived from references cited in the two preceding
footnotes.

11

twenty thousand students enrolled in the petits seminaires are considered,
there were actually more secondary s'bldents in the private schools than in the
state 8Y'stem.

By 1847, this proportion had not changed appreciably'

there

were 52,064 students in the state coll!ges and 60,717 in the private ones. 48
The differences betwen the coll~ges and the ~nstitut1ons and pensions
were not to be frond in the level of instruction they ware authorized to give.
It has been pointed out that in 1621 some private institutions were given the
right to be converted into institutions
their students for the

.2!

E1ein exercice, and thus qualify'

bacca1aur~t examination. 49

these SChools,50 and in 1847, they numbered 26. 51

By 1841., there were 23 of

In that same year, there

were eight institutions offering instruction up to the rhetorigue lilile the
remaining 82 gave the seconde; the 870 private pensions conferred the
quarti_e. 52 While it is true that more students in the state system received
the higher degrees of secondary educatiCll, the student in the private schools
53
could attain as high a degree as his counterparts.
'lbe actual caUBN of dissatisfaction were to be found partly in the
48

of a

Moniteur April 13, 1847, p. 781. Report accompanying the presentation
secondary education.

:erd,.! !! ...2!
r on

49see above, p. 6.
SOMoniteur, April 13, 1844, p. 928.
Peers.

Report of Commission to Chamber of

-

51Ibid., April 13, 1847, p. 781.
52 Ibid •
53In 1844, the number of students qualify'ing for the baccalaurE;at examinations was 5,0)8, 3,372 from the cOll~es, 295 from the institutions de ilein
exercice, 1,371 from 'tudes domestiques bUt many in the last group actual l'
came ?rom the seminaires). Moniteur, April 2L, 1BLL, p. 1050. Report to Peers

12
numerous controls, requirements and restrictions on private schools, particularly thenecessit,y of degrees conferred by the Universi~.

The flood of

ordinances, decrees and laws which had emanated from the French Govemment for
the past half

cen~

aftected ever" phase of scholastic life in both the

pri vate and public schools.

Certain religious congregations were unable to

establish or even teach in schools at all.

Permission to organize a secondary

school did not automatically follow an application.

The schools themselves

were subject to inspection and revocation of authorization.
to have certain degrees or certificates to hold positions.
themselves often paid a tax to the Universit'.

The teachers had
The students

It was these restrictions on

the Church's freedom to educate that the Catholic objected to.
In practice, however, many of these requirements

148r8

never observed.

'When the Minister of Public Instruction in 1838, resurrected a long-forgotten
decree, first promulgated in 1811, that required students in the pensions of
of more than ten years of age to attend a colIege, the Catholic reaetion was
vio1ent,54 and the measure was never acted upon.

On the other hand between

1830 and 18L4, there wtre 2,118 authorizations made to open !estitutions and
pensions whUe in only 198 cases was refusal given, and in many of these cases
all the prescribed conditions were hardly ever fu1fi1led.'S

The discrepancy

between practice and the law generated great pressure to either apply the
law or change i tJ but the projets

~

!2!

that were put before the Chambers in

5hSebastien Charlet,y, 1! Restoration, Vol. V of Histoire S!
contemporaine, edited by Ernest Lavise "(Paris, 1921), p. 328.
55 Ibid, p. 334•

!!

France

13
an attempt to bring the statutes into conformity with reality required some
change in the status.9.!2.

Neither side vas willing to accept this.

The dispute was in fact more than a quarrel over government infringement
on what the Church had for centuries considered its almost exclusive prerogaIt was also over the particular fom of instruct,ion religious leaders

ti vee

found in the state schools.

Since 1830, attempts to wrest educationa.l cCl'ltro1

from clerical hands had produced outcries against the anticlerical ism and re-

,

1igi.ous indifferentism of Universite education.
Attacks against that corporation in the name of religion were not peculiar

to the reign of Louis Philippe. however.

Critics of Bonaparte had found

irreligion rampant in the imperial schools.

The denunciation of Chateaubriand

is typical of that era although it is directed more against the Emperor himself than against his school system.
To imprison t.he minda of fathers was not sufficient, without disposing
of their children. • •• These children were Blotted to schools, where
debauchery, contempt of domestic virtues t and blind submission to the
sovereign, were openly proclaimed under the banner of irreligion.
Parental authority, respected by the worst tyrants of antiquity, was
treated by Buonaparte as an abuse and a prejudice. He wished to transform our sggs into Mamelukes, wi thout a God. without a family, without
a country.
Thirty years later thls same opinion was voiced by Catholics, both conservative
and liberal, but the charge of substituting worship of the Emperor for worship
of God had become criticism of the rationalism and skepticism then seen to be
supplanting religious belief.

By 1843, two

~6

"On fuonaparte and the Eourbons",

May, 1814), P. 433.

~rojets

regarding secondary

!h!. Pamphleteer.

III (London,

14
educat·ion had already failed to pass the Chambers, and a third was in the
offing.

Neither of the previous proposals had met the auproval of the two

outstandlng representatives of liberal and conservative CatholiCism, Count de
Montalembert and TJouis Veutllot.

In this year each published brief works -..bich

deal t at least in part wi th the educational question.
~

,..

\,aigues

2!!:!.! 1!

Veul1lot's De l'actlon
.

9!!estton religieuse, 'Which was more an expression of his
/'

own political and social positions than an attack on the Unlversite, contained
.,;

.,.

this brief condemnation, "Nos enfants perdent la foi dans vos ecales, rendezles nous.

.,;

i'

Vous faites des r,enerations monstreuses, sans croyance, sans de-

vl)utement, sans vertue."S7

Montalembert devoted a seventy page polemic to the

question and called Catholics to exercise all the legitimate means at their
dlsposal, means which he felt were sufficient to free chUdren from the
Universite schools.

Those schools, he claimed, were the "raison principale

..

, .,

et permanente de irreligion publique en France • • • la source ou las generations successivee vant boire 1e poison qui desseche jusqufa dans ses racines
1a disposition naturelle de l'homme ~ servir Dieu et l'adorer.,,58

,

In defence of the Universite there were many, and throughout the Restoration--in law, at least--its position prevailed. "bether it was a system Markee
by clerical dominatioo or religious indifferentism, the

decisive role in the eduoation of the French youth.

state maintained a

Representative of the

defenders of the Universite were three whom Weill has called "les grands
57

(Paris, 1843), p. 9.

58ne

p. 15. -

devoir des catholiques dans la guestion d'enseignement (Paris, 1843),
- -

15
unj.v('rsitaires~"

Victor Cousin, FranClois Guizot and

of ,mom, at one time, served

tlS

Fran~ois

Vll1emain, all

Minister of Public Instruct,ion.

S9

Villema1n refused to concede the absolute right of "1iberte d.' (mse:1.gnernent"
~'lh:ich

was claimed by Catholic wr:i.ters.

ties after presenting a projet

~"Mch

1-}hen he addressed the Chamber of Depu-

would relax reouirements for opening a

secondary school but still retain certai.n controls, he expressed this opinion:
.;'

La liberte de l'enseignement, quelque juste import. .mce qu'on yattache,

n'est pas, comme d'autres libertes publiques, un ressort necessaire au
mouvement de l'Etat. Elle a pu ~tre ~~ise en principe par ls charte;
mais elle ne lui est pas essentielle.
Guizot was an indirect supporter of free schools.

His law regarding primary

schools had made education a joint venture of the state and the commune or
the Church.

For him the Universit8 was necessary but not. sufficient:

"Les

seuls pays et les seuls temps ou l'instruction populaire ait vraiment pros~ ,
pere
ont ,ete/ ceux au' soit l'Englise soit l'Etat, soit mieux encore l' un et

l'autre ensemble, s'en sent fait une affaire et un devoir • •

•

,,61

Vjctor Cousin, in 18LL, delivered a lengthy discours before the Chamber
of Peers during the discussion of a projet on secondary education.

Defending

,

the teaching of philosophy and the Universite. he maintained that philosophy

59Weill,

Secondaire, p.

70.

6OMoniteur, March 11, 1841, p. 613. "Freedom to educate no matter how
just is the importance that is attached to it, is not, like other civil liberties, a necessary step for the proper funotioning of the state. It could have
been approved by the Charter, but it 1s not essential to it."
61 ,
Memolres, TIl, p. 69., quoted by Resbecq, p. L1. 'I'lle only countries
and the only times where popular educa tion has truly 1tmrished have been those
where either the Church or the State, or better yet, both of them together,
have made it an undertaking and a duty • • • "

16
is rut one truth, corrnnOIi to all religions, and that a parallel school system
would destroy the Universi~.

On the question of state oontrol he was adamantt

La liber~ d'enseignement sans garanties prEialable est contraire, en
principe la nature des choses; et, comme tout ce 9ui est raux an soi,
elle ne neut produire dans la pratique que des consequenoes dBsastreuses. o2

a

One of the leading literary figures of the decade, Sainte- B3uve, commented on the situation in these terms:

"S1, en masse, ses professeurs ne

sont pas hostiles i la religion, ils ne sont pas religieux; les el~ves le
sentent, at de toute cette atmosphere, ils sortent, non pas nourris dlirreligion, mais indifferent.,,63
Speaking for those who viewed with disfavor obligatory religious instruction ror all was the liberal Peer of France and diplomat to Rome and
London under Louis Philippe, Saint-Aulaire.

Disputing the Charter of 18)0

which recognized Catholicism as the religion ot most Frenchmen, he maintainedt

n n' est pas vrai que 1 'Universi ~ soi t imp1e, ma1s il est incontestable
que, dans l'enseignement qu'elle donne, le catholicisme net tient pas
asses place que bon nombre de p~res de famille en soient satisfait.
Sans doubte ces peres de famille sont la minorit8 en France. L'Universite est bien plus s.ympath1que avec les masses. 11 y aurait tyrannie,
absurdite
soumettre les masses ~ l'enseignement obllgatoire du

a

62Moniteur, Mq 3, 1844, p. 1043. "Freedom. to educate wi thout necessary
safeguardi 1s contrary in principle to the nature of things; and, like everything that is false about it, it cannot in fact produce anything other than
disastrous consequences."
6.3Quoted by G. Vauth1er, Villemain (Paris, 1913), p. 97. "If, as a
Whole, its ;-the Universi~'!-7 professors are not hostile to religion, they
are not relIgious; ti'i8 students are aware of this, and they emerge from tha t
atmosphere, not exactly nourished with irreligion, but indifferent to it."

17
" 6u
clerge.

,

~

With lines uncompromisingly drawn for or against free schools or Universupervision, it was doubtful whether any solution could be reached, but

prior to lAuB, four attemps were made.
In lB36, Guisot, Minister of Public Instruction for the second time, introduced a measure that would liberalize requirements for private secondary
schools.

In the Chamber of Deputies, an amendment designed w bar all members

of unauthorized congregations brought its defeat however, and it was never
carried to the Chamber of Peers.

65

Villemain, in lBul, presented a similar

projet, but it too failed because of a single provision.

the degree require-

mente established for the head of a school would also apply to the petits
serninaires. 66
Three years later, a second projet of his was sent to the Chamber of
Peers where it passed B5 to 51 although it contained more stringent measures
of control.

67

The petite semina ires were to be treated as institutions

plein exercice and subject to the same regulations.

2!

The tax to the Univer-

si~ for students in private schools was abolished as well as the requirSllent

&Ibid.,

~

p. 98. "It is not true that the Universite is impious, but it
is incontestable that, in the education which it gives, catholicism does not
occupy the place that a considerable number of heads of families are sa tisfied with. Undoubtedly they are the minority in France. The Universite
is much more sympathetic with the masses. It would be tyranny and abSUrdity
to place the masses under the obligatory education of the clergy."
The right to educate one's children privately, thnt is, by a tutor or
parent and outside of any school, was firmly maintained until well past lBuB.
The figures in footnote 53 indicate size of this group.
65Bastld, Monarchie parlementaire, p. uOO.

66Ibid.

67Ibid •

-

18
(which had never been enforced) that students of institutions and pensions must
~

go on -to a collese.

,

The certificat 2tetudes universitaires, which demanded

.

that certain courses be taken in a college, was changed so that similar courses
taken in an institution

!!!

2lein exercicewould suffice.

6R

Discussion in the

v

Chamber of Deputies was postponed, but in 1846, they voted to keep it off the
order of the day.69
Salvandy had become Minister of Public Instruction when this projet died,
and he shortly presented one of his own.

He would do away with the certificat

4!

"
A '
,moralite
and the brevet
de ca2acite while retaining the certif1cat ,gtetudes
70
A commission nominated by the
and the ban on unauthorized congregations.
71
Chamber of Deputies reported on it in July of 1841,
but discussion never

began before Paris erupted in revolution the following February.
During the decade preceding 1848, the position of the Universit$ had
weakened despite the check given to the parti catholigue.

Efforts to provide

private secondary schools on an equal legal footing mounted, and the strength
of the advocates of educational freedom increased.

In 1846, one hundred and
12
forty six deputies were elected who were pledged to it,
but the legislatiw

attempts to grant some form of freedom of education for secondary schools could
not be carried without provision for some restraint on the very' freedom that
was sought.
68
Charlety, p. 3.39

69

Montalembert, Oeuvres (Paris, 1860-1861), II, p. 548.

1°Bastid, Monarchie parlementaire, p. 401.

71

Montalembert, IV, p. 438.

12RoPer 1. Wi lliams. ~ World
.
~

p. 71. .

9.t

Napoleon III, ~-1870 (New York, 1962).

C1tA.PTFR II
THE SI«;OND RFPUBtIC AND THE EOOCATION OF CITIZmS, l8h8.

Education was an immediate concern of the Second Republic's provisional
government.

A a5.ngle ministry to deal with public instruction and reUgiou8

affairs, th", MjJlistere
once.

!! 'i-n1"!truction

2Y;blique ~.!!!! cul te.~, waa fomed at

Since this was a s tap whloh reoalled a previous union under the oarly

Restoration, the provisional Minister Lazare Hippolyte Carnot felt obliged to
issue a ciroulaire reassuring the Universite that this would not jeopardize
their position but was done as a "garantie de 1& justa conciliation qui
s'etablira entre ces deux ordres dtintrets egalement respectable."l
The Revolution of 1848 itself had been largely tree from anticler1ca1ism,
and on March 1), Camot had virtually invited clerics to take advantage ot
their polittcal rights both as voters and oandidates. 2 Even without this encouragement, it seemed to many of the Earti catholigue that there was both the
opportunity of obtaining educational freedom and the possibility of a workable
relationship with the Republic.

On February 28, an electcral committee for re-

ligious liberty met including both liberal and conservative Catholics. 3 Maret,
1

,

France, MinistEire de l'education nationale, Circulaires et instructions
officielles relatifs ~l'instruction pub1~e (Paris, 1865-187~, ttl, p. j8$.
2Moniteur, Maroh 13, 1848, p. 692.

Circulaire to the French bishops.

3Altred Cobban, "The Innuence of the Clergy and the Instituteurs primaires in the Election of the French Constituent Assembly. April, 1848,"
Engl:tSh Historical Review. LVI, p. 33S.
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--

!.acordaire and Ozanam, all associated with the newly founded journal ItEre
nouvelle, favored an actual alliance wi. th the democratic gO'Vernment while

Dupanloup, Montalembert and even Veuillot were willing to support it in order

to achieve their aims in the legislature. 4
Nevertheless it was in reBC tion to the Republic, that many Ca tholics and
clerics were drawn into the poli tical struggle, particularly against the
socialist tide that the government seemed capable of unleashing.

But it was

also certain educational proposals that 'Were seen as no less alarming:

the

talk of compulsory and tuition-free education, the attempts by the state to
_ _ ..;...0;0.;......._
organise the pre-school ..............
salles
d'aisles and ecoles maternelles and the pro-

posed night sohool education of adults with a presumably republiol!n slant. S On
February 29, the coll~ges r0l!ux received the appelation by which they were
known during the first Republio, the
entirely.

,

the College l'Ol!ux

~

llgH,

Louis

and ceru.in names were changed
~

!! Grand, for exant>le, becaM the Lycee

~/
Descar ~...@. 6 Then on March 1, Carnot, when he issued an arrete
to the rectors

of the regiOnal. acad8rrdes, indicated he would use the primary' schools to disseminate republican ideast

un n'est aucune partie

de 1 'instruction primaire

qui ait eti plus negligee, sous les precedente gouvernments, que la formation
des enfants OOllll11e citoyens.,,7

Even Thiers, mo only four years before had

spoken out against Church schools but who had recently become more moderate

baoorges Weill, Ristoue
(Paris, 1929), p. lOS.

1:!

.2! !

'll!! 1a1roae !.!!. France!! !!!.!. sieele

Spaul Carnot, H. Carnot et le minist8re de 1 'instruction publique d.
lIe Republigue. -l!! Fevrler:~Illet, IB4tr('Par1s, 194B), P. 48: -

~iteur,

February 29, l8b8, p.

7Ibid•• March 7. P.

55S.

515. Arr"~ of Minister.

21
in his views, took note of that aspect of primar,y educatian:

"Aujourd'hui que

toutes 1es idees
" soot perverties, at qu'on veut noue donner, dans chacque
village, un in.c;ti tuteur jacobin, je regarde Ie cu~ comme un indispensible rectificateur des idees du peuple."

8 Ca.mot had given the instituteurs every

reason to uphold the new regime, he had stated that their condition was a real
9
concern of the ~overnment.
f,

direct confrontation was reached in the elections for the

r~ational

Con-

stituent Assembly in April as the local cur's presented lists ot candidates,
often provided by their bishops, while the government counteracted by using
10
the instituteurs to promote the election of More democratic deputies.
Carnot
later pointed out that too two key men in each tow were the local cu~ and
instituteur. ll
But when the Assembly met in May, the republicans were in a minority although about tw hundred representatives ot democratic socialist sympathies
12
were elected.
Camot delivered his initial report before the third session
of this Assembly and directed a large part of it to the primary edueatioll of'
the French child as a citizen of the Republic.

8tetter dated April, 1848, quoted by Henri Malo, Thiers (Paris, 1948),
p. hOO. "Today when every idea is perverted and when they wR.nt to give us a
jacobin school teacher in each village, I consider the cur' as an indeRpensable
means of rectifying the ideas of the people. "
9cobbnn, p. 340
10
.ll;W1.., p. 342
11
Moniteur, July 6, 1848, p. 1518.

piscours before the Assembly.

12Georges Well1, Histoire du catholicis11le
(Paris, 1909), p. 100.

11b~ral an France. 1828-1908
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Il est importe queea premiere education soit faite dans les 'ecoles
ouverte ~ tous et dont l'objet est, avant tous, de former des citoyens
• • • c'est 1 'education pub1ique ~ rendre 1a Fra.nce enti~re republicain par l'esrSit et par le coeur, comme e11e l'est aujourd'hui par ses
institutions.

a

He criticized the private institutions whose own peculiar corporate spirit
he saw as an obstacle to the republican unity which for him was "ls 10i au-

,

preme du pays."

14

~

His program called for enlarging the scope of the Universite

for a truly un! versal educational system, providing manuals of an elementary
nature to !nform i.'1dividuals of their political rights nnd re""amping the

,

courses of the College
politioal order.

~

France to bring them more in harmony wi th the current

At the heart of this program, of oourse, was a primary edu-

cation that would be tuition·free and compulsory for all.
But the first project of substantial size inaugerated by Carnotts mi.'listry was aimed at provicting officials for the new Republic through a specialized

school,

.! 'Ecole

~'adrninistration.

mission ~ ~tude8 scientifiques

-

On March 1, Carnot had instituted a com-

!! litteraires

including such figures as the

historian Henri Martin, professor Edgar Quinet and the chemist B)U9singaul t. l5
A week later the provisional p,ovemment d:ireeted Carnot to plan a 3chool to be

affiliated with the Col~ge ~ France end pa.tterned after the Feola polyteoh-

ni~e.16 Carnot referred the matter to the commi3sion. In their report,
l~oniteur,

7, p. 970.

"It is important that his first education
comes in sohools open to everyone and whose purpose is, above all, to form
cit1~ens • • • public education must render France entirely republican in
its spirit and its heart, as it is today in its institutions."

-

May

l4 Ibid •
15Carnot, p.

4.

l6Moniteur, March 9, p. 571.

Proolamation of Provisional Government.

23
issued a month later, entrance requirements, courses to be offered and chairs
17
to be established were suggested.
After a selective examination, one hundred and fiftY' students were quicklY' enrolled, an additonal hundred and fifty
entered in JulY'.
The Ecole was suppressed only a year later, however, when a successor
to Carnot substituted a comparable but more limited and less politicallY'
orientated plan which placed courses of studies in ~ publigue ~ adminis18
tratiVl under the various f,cult9a 91 droit.
Under the Third Republic a private Ecole libra
Ecole nationale

gy, SCiences eolitigues was founded, and

in 1945 a state

~'administration was again establiShed.19

Carnot's promised legislation was not presented to the AssanblY' until
June 30 after the June I8;ys and the ascendancY' of General Cavaignac.
education under its terms would be both public and private,

20

Primar;y

but in either

case there would be no tuition, and attendance 'WOuld be compulsor;y.

'lbe qual i-

fications for a private individual to open a school were less stringent than
those in effect since 1833, requiring only a certificat

,g' appti tude

and notice

to the local authorities of the school's purpose. WhUe such schools would
still be subject to state surveillance, procedings to close them would have

to adjudicated by the courts. At this time the

pro~e~

.s!!

decret was merelY'

presented and no discussion was in order.

l7 Ibid., April 11, p. 807.
18
Carnot, p. 62. See below p. 37.
19
Ibid., p. 63.

-

2OMoniteur, JulY' 1, p. 1,36.
primar.r education.

Presentation of a projet ~ decret on

24

Six days later during consideration of a measure

~ich

would provide

100,000 f.as a credit extraordinaire for his rninistr,y, opposition to Camot
was finally voiced in the Assembly itself.

Untu this point the government's

educational program seemed to stand unchallenged by the deputies, and Camot
was the 0011' original minister of the provisional government remaining.

It

was General Cavaignac, having assumed control by virtue of the cries for order
after the June Days, who wanted to retain hims

It

'On veut decimer le parti

republicain.,tt 2l

But when his name had been among those of the new ministry
22
presented to the Assembly, there were murmurs of dissent.
A deputy Bonjean raised the issue that led to Camot's dismissal t::,'
calling attention to a pamphlet issued under the auspices of his ministry
~

entitled Manuel repu1::il.icain

~

l'homme

!1 2'!

citoyen.

23

He read certain pas-

sages from it which could only be construed as an implied attack upon property.
!'!8lIlbers of the radical left called for the order of the day claiming that it
was a financial measure which was under discussion.
countered with shouts of "Lisez, lise •• "

Moderates and conservatives

Finally' Carnot obtained the floor

and confined his defense to a remark that a book could not be judged from
selected passages.
ment, however;

He did take the opportunity to make an interesting stat9-

with universal suffrage and universal primary education, the

Republic could defy all its enemies.
Benjean then offered an amendment to the apprepriation which would reduce
the figure to 995,000

21

f.,

intending to obtain a majority vote against the

Carnot, p. 62.

22Ibid., p. 6 3.

23-

Moni teur, July 6, p. 1577.

minister without changing the substance of the legislation.

But cloture was

called for, only to be followed by heated interchanges between unrecognized
delegates.

Cloture was voted down.

The Assembly president almost dismissed

the session, but Bonjean's amendnent was finally passed by a scant eleven
vote margin, 314 to 303.

In the same issue of the Moni teur which reported
•

this debate, there was a notice announcing that Achille Vaulabelle, a deputy
from Yonne, had become the new Minister.

Al though the opponents of Carnot

effected his dismissal, this vote could only be considered as a rebutt against
socialism, for on July 12, a commission was nominated to examine the projet
on primary education that he had subm1tted.

24

Two other proposals which bad been previously subdtted illustrate this
point also.

On July 3 and 4, tlllO projets were presented which would make

higher professional education more widely available. 25
Ecole Eolytechnique, the Ecole militaire
superieure was to be tree.

.2! Saint-,f,n

Admission to the
and the

,~olf!.

normale

While the Ministry of War had been responsible for

introducing the measure which would affect the first two schools, it was Carnot
who had presented the second
in July,

pro~et.

Both passed the Assembly, the first

26 the second in August, 27 but the provision dealing with the Ecole

normale met with a good deal ot opposition.

In addition, on July 17, a projet

was introduced calling for the creation of termes-.coles to which admission
would be tree and agricultural education provided as a compensation tor manual

24Ibid ., July 13, p. 1632.

4, p. 1555 and July 5, p. 1565.
26
Ibid., July 14, p. 1704.

2$Ibid., July

-

27

-Ibid., August 4, p. 1881.

26
labor.

28

Although this proposal had originated with the Ministr,y of Agri-

culture and Commerce, Garnot had previously expressed an interest in the same

On February 28, he had written to the members of the Institut re-

subject.

minding them of their duty to report on

~riculture

and at the same time in-

fonned the rectors of the academies that the governmEnt was interested in agricultural education.

29 When the measure was discussed in the last few days ot

September, an amendment was voted down which would distinguish between private
and public agricultural schools. 30
Despite the replacement of Camot, the temper of the Assembly did not
reflect as great a
areas.

cha~e

in educational matters after June as it did in other

Radicalism in education was in the minority, wt the majority, although

composed of legitimists and Orleanists as well as republicans, still evidenced
an egalitarian educational policy that relied on state schools.

The battle

over educational freedom for private schools was yet to be waged.
On August 31, the proposed Constitution was finally presented, and debate
on it continued in the Assembly throughout September.

From September 18 to

22, the two articles pertinent to the educational question were debatedt
Article 8 regarding political rights and Artiele 9 regarding educational freeclem.

This separation itself seemed to ilnply a distinction between natural

rights and those conceded by the government, for the rights enumerated in
Article 8 were limited only by "les droits ou la libert.8 d'autrui et la

28

-

29

30

Ibid., JulY 18, p. 1668.
Ibid., Februer,y 28, p. 512.
Ibid., October

4,

p. 2693.

Circulaire to the Institut.

27
sacur 1 to
" publ:ique" while aduca ti onal freedom was to be

II

sous In garan tie des

lois et 1e: surveillance de lIEtat. t131
Article 8 of the proposed Constitution enumerated the rights ofassoclation, of assembly without arms, of petition and of expression of ideas in the
press and elsewhere.

To this list Montalembert, an ardent advocate of edu-

cational freedom for eighteen years, urged an amendment adding the right of education,32 an amendment also supported by deputies Lablanch and Frechon.

At the

end of the session of September 18, Montalembert began an impassioned speech
in support of his position; he continued in the

follo~ng

session which was

devoted exclusively to this question.
tl,ontalembert first objected to the whole intent of Article 9, comparing
government control of education to press censorship where interests of state
necessarily affect content.

The thEllle of tM.s speech, as vas the constant

theme of many before, was a clear rejection of state surveillance in educational rna. t ters r

~

,

uNous contestons le droit special de l'Etat en matiere dlen-

seignement; nous n'admettons pas que 1 'Etat ait sur 1 'enfant un droit qu'il
n'a pas sur le pere.,,33

But the state is not without any rights entirely; al-

though it should not be allowed to pose restrictions on education, it can
step in where individual rights and public security are at stake.

The right

of education, then, is subject to the same l1m1 tationsas those mentioned in
Article 8, and Article 9 should be eliminated completely with the right to

3l Ibid., August 31, p. 2237.

Reading of Articles 8 and 9.

32Ibidt, September 19, p. 2497.

3Jrbid.
-

Discours of Montalembert.

28
educate added to those listed in Article 8.
Montalembert's appeal was for a freedom that would remove private schools
from governmental control but would not place all education under ecclesiastical auspices.

The greater part of his speech was directed against the "mal

qui menace la societ:8'," the attacks on property and individual liberty which
communism and socialism seemed to threaten. For Montalembert, there were two
...al ternati ves I the traditional esprit chretien and the new forces Which, to
him, appeared to be an indistinguishable mixture of socialist doctrine, republicanism and egalitarian democracy.
marked.

Witness the June insurgents, he re-

'Weren at they recipients of primary education.

Yes, came the retort,

lbut the Christian Brothers still educate most French children.

At this point,

interruptions and comments from. the Assembly, both :in support and in derision,
increased so that the president repeatedly had to call for order.
maintained his answer:
solution, cette

Montalembert

ftl'enseignement chretien [QuiJ peut seul donner cette

V8rit~, cette regle. ft34

On September 20, Montalembert continued in the same vein, but growing

increasingly vehement in his denunciation.

So vehement, in fact, that a like-

minded deputy from Maine-et-toire Falloux had to follow him to the tribune
wi th virtually a conciliatory speech.

Falloux la ter noted that Montalembert

had confided in him that he was afraid he had lost the case for his amendment
wi th his vehemence.

35

After Falloux had finished, Montalembert wi thdrew his

amendment with the understanding Mat the subsequent article would treat educational freedom and stipulate tm t it would be guaranteed by future

34
Ibid., p. 2499.
3~
Falloux, I, p. 376.

29

legislation as the present 1,-jrding of flrt:i.cle 9 indicated. 36
The following day Article 9 was dtscussed.

Laboulie proposed the first

amendment which would have put only public schools under State surveillance
While the seminaires would be watched over by the bishops, and all other
schools would be placed under local authorities. 37 The commission did not
accept it and it was not adopted.
would bave Article 9 simply say

Parisis then spoke for an

"L' enseignement

amend~ent

which

est libre," rut he immediately

withdrew it since he observed the Assenbly had already accepted the principle
and that an organic law would have to be passed in any event.
example, Fayet and Rochette also withdrew amendments.

Foll)~~ng

his

But Mauvais Claimed that

there would be ambiguity over the words "sous la guarantie des lois;" he felt
the phrase "soue les conditions de capacite et de moralite d(terminees par les
lois" would be better.

This suggestion was accepted, and Article 9 was adopted

differing only from the version originally presented in this one matter.
In accord wi. th the prediction of Parisis, on November 9, Armand Marrast,
reporter for the committe. on the Constitution, presented a list of nine organic laws to be considered by the Assembly.38 Among them was a law on education.

A month later the Assembly agreed to a list of organic laws, rut,

while a tenth one relating to public assistance was added to the committee's
nine, there was no discussion of educational matters, and the list was accepted

36Montalembert, Oeuvres,

In,

p. 97.

37Moniteur, September 22, p. 2537.
38Ibid., November 10, p. 3150.

-

wi thout debate. 39

It was now apparent that, although the majorit,y agreed in principle to
educational freedoM, they were unwilling to concede the unsupervised operation
of schools.

Be.Yond this the Constitution did not stipulate, and before the

question could be resolved b.Y legislation, a President would be elected and a
new ministry fonned.
In October, another change in the Ministry at Public Instruction had
occurred along with the cabinet shake up motivated by cCllservative pressure
and effected b.Y General Ca"f'&ignac.

The Moniteur of October 14 carried the

announcement that Vaulabelle was replaced by Alexandre Freslon,40 deput,y from
Maine-et-Loire.

'While this change brought no drastic reversal in policy, it

gave certain indications of what was to come and how far away from the philosophy of Carnot things were now heading.

Two of the last acts of Vaulabelle

were to institute a course in recent (1789 to 1814) French history in the
lycees and coll'Ei'ges. 41 and to replace certain courses in Latin and Greek wi th
42
living languages.
Al though the latter measure was retained, it was the last
innovation :in French public instruction until 1850.

Freslon, on November 21,

indicated his toleration toward private schools b.Y permitting congregations
of women that ran girls' schools to have an additd.onal six months betore the

39

40

Ibid., December 9, p. 3540.
page 28.

~

42Ibid., October 13, p. 2811.

Ibid., October 12, p. 2799.

~I

Arrete of Minister.

Ar~~

of Minister.
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requirement of a brevet

.9!. cap!ci~

would be put into force. 43

It _s Carnot

lIbo had in June attempted to make this measure, a law since 1836, effective
after December. 44

In January, however, Falloux,

~o

succeeded Freslon after

the election of Louis Napoleon, did away with it en tirely. 45
The ambivalence of this "interim" minister is exemplified by two documents.

The first, promulga ted on October 27 J 'Stiile taking pains not to deny

any political rights, "recommended" that instituteurs refrain from attending
political biLnquets. 46 'I'he second lilich appeared in December complimented the
adul t night classes and referred to their instzuctors, mostly insti tuteurs,
as participating in a "patriotic mission. n47

This Service ofticiel

gy l!£-

..;;.tur=-o;e;,;;.s ~.!.2k was also done away with by Falloux. 48 The reaction against
the instituteurs continued, until in January, 18,0, while explah'ling the entorcement of a law providing for their suspension, Falloux's successor, Parieu,
said, "Lea instituteurs ne sont pas destines a un role POlitique. n49

43 Ibid ., p. 3319.

Arr~~ of Council of Ministers.

h4CirCulaires, III, p. 395. Circulaire of Minister to acad'mie rectors.
45
.
lPll., p. 441. Circulaire of Minister to acad'mie rectors.
46~., p.

420.

~
Circulaire of Minister to acadelllie
rectors.

47Moniteur, December 17 J p. 3586.

Arrete of Minister to prefects.

48
Carnot, p. 54.
49circulaires, nI, p. 472.

Cireulaire of Minister to prefects.

CHAPTER III
THE OONSERVATIVE REACTION AND THE MINISTRY OF FALLOUX.

1649.

A legitimist and former liberal, now a leader of the Catholic and conservative forces in the Assembly where he was noted for his efforts in dissolving
the National Workshops,

~'alloux

reluctantly accepted the post of Minister at

Public Instruction and Religions under Louis Napoleon.

It was only after pres

sure by Montalembert and assurance from Thiers that a law on education and a
Roman expedition would be obtained, did he agree. l
On January 4, 1818, the Moni teur printed tw reports from Falloux to the

President of the RepubliC, one dealing with primary education, the other wi th
secondary.2 After making a somewhat vague reference to the necessity of
greater primary education ("L'exercice du suffrage universal est indossolublement lie ~ l'application d'unvast systeme d'education populaire."), he proceeded to criticize thl projet that had been presented by Carnot and to explai
the reasons for his decision to withdraw it.

It wuld prow too costly; it

would be an awkward attempt to draw the pre-school salles

~'asiles,

the adult

night classes and the courses for young apprentices into the educational
system.

To draw up a more favorable Erojet, Falloux had organized a commissio

to function under his ministry.

A second commission had also been forued to

deal with secondary education which, he _int&med, required a new law in

IHenri Malo, Thiers (Paris, 1932), p. 401.
2page 19.
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3)
accor d with Artic le 9 of the Cons tituti on.

This commission was to be espec iall,

,

be retain ed but
conce rned with the organ izatio n of the Univ ersite , which would
l
with the tree
was no longe r to have a "miss ion exclu sive d enseig neme nt,"
caeac ite requi red
instit ution s, parti cular ly the condi tions ot 1'I1Oralite" and
e of educa tion in
for openi ng one, and with the exten t ot state surve illanc
t imme diatel y
gener al. These two commissions began to funct ion as one almos
.

with Their s as their actin g presi dent. )
nce the
In that day's sessio n, Fallo ux addre ssed the Assembly to annou
speci fic: "Le prowithd rawal fOrma l1y,4 To the deput ies he was somewhat more
nt ne pouva it pas
jet de loi eonte nai t que1ClUe princ ipes auxqu els 1e gouve rneme
yed the l',!'OJet
s 'asso cier." In addi.t ion the commission had virtu ally destro
ration ld. th the minia throu gh chl!Ul€es, but 1t would be invite d to work in coope
/
of the comm ission ,
taria1 comm ission s. Bartne1emy Saint -Hila ire, presi dent
in an urbln e althou gh
follow ed Fa110ux to the tribu ne. For six months, he said
had held titty somewhat bitte r manner, the commission had been meeti ng and
comp leted, and be
four sessio ns to date. Only three days ago its work had been
had been chose n to repor t to the Assembly.

It was true, he conce ded, that

ission. Grant ed,
chang es had been made, but this is the funct ion of a comm
proJe t, but since an
Fallow c, as n new minis ter, had every right to retir e the
ga t1 ve and respo neduea tiona l law was to be organ ic in natur e, it was the prero
ux promp tly repli ed
sibi1 1ty of the Assembly to name its own comm ission . Fallo
minis try we
that proje ts can origin ate from vario us sourc es f.lnd thl1t the
chose .
entit led to form its own opini ons too throu gh the means it

I, p. 422.
3A• F. P. de Fallo ux, Memoires ~'~ Rgrnl1s~ (Pari s, 1888) ,
~iteur, January S, p. 34.
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At this point, several deruties shouted for recognition.

Finally llepellin

was heard and indignantly claimed that this was an a ttempt to by-pass the
Assembly, that this was a "comission extraparlementaire."

Cries calling for

the order ot the day' came fran the right only to be met with challenges from
the left.

The Minister of Justice Od11on Barrot obtained the floor and de-

livered a rather diffuse defense of the legality of the government's actions.
Discussion almost broke down completely until the order of the day "pur et
simple" was voted for (Falloux had originally interrupted the order of the day
to deliver a "communication de gouvernment. If)
Despite the success of the right to end discussion,
its own commission to frame an organic law on education.

the~ssembly

nominated

As was to be expected

there was no one on the Assembly's commission who was also a member of the
ministerial COmmission, whi.le four of i t8 members, Dufour, Gennain...sarrut,
Simon and BarUSlemy Saint-Hilaire had been on the Carnot commission .. "
Only a month later, the commission reported. 6 (The ministerial commission
was to take four months for its work.)
the Assembly.

Jules Simon deposited a erojet with

It maintained the Law of 1833 regarding primary schools and

placed only two regulations on the opening of private secondary institutions.
The director must have either a bachelor degree in letters or science or must
obtain a certificat ~ 9apacite by sustaining an examtnation.

Pl"imary edu-

cation would be free only for those who ware unnble to pay and "WOuld be compulsory in Bane manner that was left to be determi.ned lat.er.

The ConseU

the Universi~ was reorganized and placed more directly under the Ministry

"!.!?!!!.,

January 7, p. ,,7
6
!!2,!g., February 6, p. 386. Text

Ql

page ,,02

t.

ot

3,
of Public Instruction, and 81 though there were to be twelve members on it
chosen from private education, the only formally appointed cleric was to be
the Archbishop of Paris.

This projet, however, never reached debate:

on

February 8, when the organic laws that wre to be passed prior to the dissolution of the Coneti tuent Assanbly were being discussed, Boubee posed an amendment that would aleo include a "loi sur l'instruction primaire et 1 'enseigne..
ment." 7 The amendment failed 4,8 to 307.
There was only one more piece of legislation dealing with education that
was put before the Constituent Assembly, and the report cm it was only a gesture.

On April 10, Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire reported for the Carnot com-

mission which had now been retired along with the projet which it drafted.

8

Although it would never be discussed and ccmcemed only primary education,
certain of its provisions are nevertheless significant.

As Falloux had

claimed, the commission's version was a good deal different from the erojet
originally presented to it.
as in the proposed organic

Totally free primar.r education had been deleted,
law Simon reported on, although there was finan-

cial assistance for those otherwise unable to pay.
however, obligatory.

Primary education was,

The projet would have retained the essential provisions

-

of the Law of 1833 for opening schools, and, while placing the cur'es on the
local supervising cOllllittees again, would still have removed religious instruction as such from the public schools.
While both pieces of legislation were similar in tone--insotar as they
dealt with the same matters--and were notably different from the discussion in

-

7Ibid., Febeuary 9, p. 423.
8..!2!!!., April 11, p. 1309. Text on p. 146, f.

1848,

th~

could still be contrasted with the erojet that Falloux had in mind.

It is not difficult t.o discern some of the principles that Falloux objected
to, primarily in regard to the supervisory role that the state would play.
He sought more ecclesiastically orientated control over public education and
virtually none over private.

Camot's projet, as amended by the corotid.ssion,

and the proposed organic law can be seen as representing a state of mild reaction between the egalitarian philosophy of the republicans of· 1848 and the
conservative position to'W8rd which the governmmt of Louis Napoleon was making
more and more concessions.

With the end of the Constituent Assembly .omd after

the elections for the Legislative, any chances for anything but a reactionary
educational law also ended.

Even under the Constituent, majority sentiment

was of a reactionary nature, and some measure of freedom for private eecondary
schools as well as the installation of clerics in some supervisory capacity
in the public system would no doubt have been granted.

fut as one author

suggests, the conservatives wanted Falloux to have the initiative, and the
republicans, beset with other dirricul ties, decided to wait for the 1'Il8eting
of the new Assembly.9

But when the new ~ met, its composition included

many more deputies--though no obvious majority--who would prove sympathetic
to the projet Falloux would present.
The erojet on primary education presented originally by Carnot, however,
was not the only one of his that failed under the conservative reacti:m.
one that would

legali~e

the Ecole

~'adm1nistration,

courses since JulY, was also withdrawn.

The

which had been conducting

On January 22, Falloux notified the
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Assembly of his intention and a t the same time presented a. 8ubstitute proposal
which would merely add cruraes in

.9!:2.!!

public ~ adm1nistrative in acadeinies

that had raleu~s of law. 10 Bourbeau, the reporter for the commission dealing
with t.he Ecole projet, objected iIl'lIlladiately and utilized his right of initiative to resubmit it. His subsequent report, deposited with the Assembly on
11
April 3,
was virtually identical to the original, but When it was discussed
12
on May 20,
so many delegates, moe t of them apparently moderates and conservaties, were absent that the session adjourned for lack of a quorum.

When

the newly elected Legislative Assembly mat just a lew days later, howe"iler, the
discussion was not continued, indioa ting the further decline in the ranks of
the opposition left.
On July 20, a report was deposited on Falloux's substitute.
was made lor courses in droit RUblic

~

Provision

administratiye to be given in all the

departMntal academies that had faculte$ of law.

Additional chairs wuld be

created and students would study for a three year period.

-

13

Those presently en-

rolled in the Fcole could be admitted automatically or, if they chose, switch
".

to other facultes

ot higher education. In the comments accompanying this pro-

Jet, there is a good indication of the reasons for Falloux's opposition to the
it was located in Paris and therefore subjeo t to all the influences of

Ecole:

the left-leaning politics of the capital as well as similar sympathies that
largely prevailed in the acad~mie that included Paris.

10

Moniteur, January 23, p. 217.

l1rb1d., April 4, p. 12U8.
12!b1d., May 71., p. 13$2.

1;::-:-:

-

Ibid., July 21, p.

2418.

Text on page

'I'ext on page

1303.

256.

Far better, he claimed,

38
turmo il would not be
would be cours es given in diffe rent areas where polit ical
Here was an appea l to local ism and decen trali~;uch a distu rbing inf'"J.uence.
er instit ution sendi ng
zatio n promp ted more thm likel y b.Y the thoug ht of anoth
l.es were said to l".ave
forth radic ally ;indo ctrina ted stude nts as the Ecole s norma
e had to be
For Fallo ux and other conser va. t1 ves, if the youth of Franc
nment offic ials had
shield ed from radic ally inspi red 1nsti tuteu rs, futur e gover

dona.

to be also.

On Augus t

9,

the l!-:Cole was legal ly suppr essed . 14

depos i ted its
Meanwhile on June 18.. l"allo ux's minis teria l comm ission had
15 This
cotwe ned.
eroje t, just two weeks after the new Legis lative Assembly

was soon evide nt which
comm ission had begun to hold sessio ns in Janua ry and it
on the Cons tituti on,
posit ion it 'WOuld take. Monta lembe rt, durin g the debat e

16

appar atus.
had spoke n for priva te schoo ls entir ely free of the state
favor ed cleri cs in
Veuil lot had suppo rted this posit ion also, but Fallo ux had
rred. This divis ion
contr ol of the state system , and with this I:upanloup concu
do so again when the
had consi stent ly split the Catho lic ranks , and it 'WOuld
proje t was annou nced.
eleme nts:
Accor ding to Fallo ux, repre senta tion had been given to three
state! 7 But ot the
the Catho lic .arty , the members of the Universi~ and the
to
members, there were only five Unive nit-e men and, accor ding

twent y-six

.

least two of the
Jules Simon, only two or three actua l liber als, while at

14Ibid. , Augu st 10, p. 2650.

-

-

l'Ibi d., June 19, p. 2100.

16See above p. 28 f.
17Fallo ux, I, p.

J9
UniV81"Site representatives were quite favorAble to free secondary- 5choola. 1B

-'Ihe state representatives could hardly

be put as

1l ~;roup

in the liberal cat.-

gory although there were SaM exceptions.
'lhere is no disagreement as to who wre thi:l principals of this c;;lf4JllissionJ
1t was Thiel'S and Dupanloup.19

wt

ations are not Quite so cl@ar.

The tnlu8cript of the

the actual ha.ppenings cilring ita deliberdelib:~rat1ona

has

b:'ler1

published 'ty Rilaire de 14COld:.e,20 tut its integrity has been attacked. 2l

Michel claiJlled that 1t was not complete and that passages showing a lack
accord had been deleted.

or

Lacombe, in an article that apoeared shortly after

the publication of Htche1 t s work l"8wrtad that he had reee1ved what be published from i"l(I;r. Dupanloup and that other members of the commission guaranteed
".)')

theJ\'l. t. <.

'Ihe actual transcripts are apparently not to be found in any arch1 ve.

Michel moreover questions the accord wi ttl which the commi88ion b claimed to

have worked.

"Cordiali" Billie accord pt.s sans luttea. tt23

And Simon supports

this in his account based on Cousin's paper'fh 24
'ihe comrldasion

m.et in1tially 1n general discussion dealing first with

pr1.mBry and then with 8econdary education; an undercOl'l'lldltJion _t afterwards

18Jule8 Simon,

~1ctor Cousin (Paris, 1891), p_ 1SS

19 All source. consulted were unan11flOU8 on this point.
21L8s ~bate de la commission de
1879)21- Michel, p. 101-103.

f!

1842, disoussion 2arleJl18nta1re (Paria,
-

22H11alre Lacanbe, ftA propos d'un livre nouveau sur 'la 101 f'allous,

~!?!,J'\!1,ar~" Jamlllry

23Micbel, p. 100.

2hSimon, p. 18S t.

25, 1906,

p.

26S.

Itt
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1:0 dratt two ;e:oje ts 'Which were subni tted

to the Minis ter. 2S

'lbe sessio ns

Dupan laup,2 6 and &1have been Chara cteriz ed as a dialog ue betwe en 'lhier s and
were the main spoke sthoug h this is not entir ely corre ct it is true that they
ity in the Assembly
men tor two point s ot view, Thier s tor the moder ate major
insti tuteu rs and Duconce rned with the demo cratic and socia list symp athizi ng
ot the Univ €rsit' ,
panlo up tor the Catho lic party . Cousi n, as the deten der
to preve nt the co~
was in a defen sive posit ion tram the outse t, but managed
Fallo ux, who were
missi on from runni ng rrugh shod over it. Monta lembe rt and
to Thier s were nota..
hardl y ever prese nt and had relinq uishe d the chairm anshi p
bly quiet .

topic s
Atten tion in the gener al discu ssion was paid mainl y to the

of the state and
of oblig ation , tuitio n, the Ecole s norma les and the role
clerg y.

The quest ion of tuitio n was dispo sed ot quick ly.

Thier s denounced abea-

lutel y tree prima ry educa tion as a c01l'If1unist princ iple and

1..00

costl y for the

e to pay,
Cousi n spoke tor accep ting Child ren whose paren ts were unabl
ry eduea tion was
and this formu la was accep ted. The idea of oblig atory prima

state .

also agree d upon but some limit s were to be put on it.
The "peri l socia l" motiv ated most

ot

the discu ssion .

It accou nted tor

s, as instru ments
the denun ciatio n ot the Ecole s norma les and the instit uteur
Churc h's "bonne
socia list propa ganda ; it accou nted tor the laudin g ot the

ot

to exemp t cleri cal
philo sophi e" by Thier sJ it accou nted tor the willin gness
super visor y capateach ers trom certa in requir emen ts and to put cleri cs in
tor the prohi bition
ci ties. And it would have accou nted, in all likeli hood ,

ePt
~SExeak
t en

n's
'Wher e_JlPO cifica llY,to otnote d, the accou nt of the cOlm lissio
1.
M1~h8
from
~urk
26Simon, p. 18S.
~s

of all lay teachers if the clergy could have staffed all the schools.

Much of

this was advocated by the Catholic party despite the social question, but
other members of the commission would have been far more reluctant had this
factor not been present.
/

Both Cousin and Dubois defended the Uni versi te but differed in how they

thought private schools should be related to it.

Cousin suggested bringing

,;'

the clergy into the Universite rather than giving them control of it.
spoke for maximum

fre~dom

lAlbois

for private schools, possibly hoping to keep the

clergy out of the Universi"" altogether.

Ibt the latter idea did not prevail.

Dupanloup particularly favored having the clergy involved in the state fS
schools, and Thiers, at least insofar as primary education was concerned,
agreed.
The undercommission's draft placed only one condition on the opening of
/'

private primary school, the brevet de capaci te, and Thiers had wanted to
dispense all the religious from this requirement.

lht if the school were to

be only of the first degree, merely a certificate attesting that the applicant
had served for three years as a primary teacher would suffice.
this would, in effect, be a dispensation.

In many cases,

A coml~ departmental consisting

of the prefect, rector and bishop would replace the more local .;;.c.;.;omi;;;;.;t...'.;;.s Sf!£rondisement with their pastors, mayors and justices of the peace.

In addition

the number of aca~mies was increased to eighty-six, equivalent to the number
of departments, although roth Thiers and Cousin had opposed this measure.
Michel suggests this change was designed to diminish the rector's position

---

vis ~ vis the bishop, as well as centralizing authority under state officials

who would preSWQably be of the same political sympathIes as the current
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govemment. 27
'Ihe general discussion of secondary education was begun by a deputy
Fresneau who si-mply demanded the end of the Un! versi tti.

Cousin rose immediate-

11' to its defense, dwelling mainly on its role as providing a unity for the

educators and educational system and as serving as a counterbalance to the
government.

"

Cousin did agree, however, to end the certificst 2'etudes, to per-

mit congregations to teach and to allow freedom for the petits seminaires.
Thiers then offered his opinions, ones substantiallY different from those he
expressed on primary education.
middle class, he explained.

Students in the secondary schools are mostly

Here a free philosophical discussion is prof'it-

able, 1::ut the state must maintain surveillance.
not be kept from teaching.

Otherwise a Proudhon could

Dupanloup insisted on the good of religion for all

classes and all stndents, and he vas v1.11ing to pemit the Universi 1:.8
"
spect, to establish budgets and appropriations and to confer degrees.

w

in-

The

ce.-tificat J1'IU8t be done away with; all must be able to teach.

To this Thiers

agreed, accepting a very minimal inspection of the seminaires.

Finally, the

question of the congregations came up, which really vas the question of the
Jesuits, and here Thiers at first contended that the right of association under
which the question of congregations usually' occurred could not be gi van to the
Jesuits without also giving it to all the political clubs.

No compromise was

reached, but with Thiers grudgingly acquiescing, the matter was simply left
unmentioned.
As drafted the projet permitted anyone of twenty-five years of age to open

27

Michel, p. 130.
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a school if he possessed either a bachelor degree in letters and science or if
he had served for i'ive years as a professor of secondary education.

This re-

quirement, however, could be also fulfilled b,y sustaining a special examination.

Private scht101s could be subsidir.ed by the state, and their representa.
/

tives were included on the ConeaU superieur of the Universi te.

Inspection

would be limited to matters of sanitation, hygiene, morality and observance of
the Constitution and the law.
The effect of this PFojet would be the long-sought freedom. for secondary
/

schools, the end of the Universite monopoly.

It would also give the state

greater control over both public and private education.

But the facet of the

law that would meet the most opposition was the inclusion of clerics in the
supervision of schools, especially secondar,1 ones, and the regulations for
private schools which contrasted so sharply wlth those for public.

It is in

this last area that the commission's Qrojet differs most sharply from those
presented b.Y Jules Simon and Barth'le~ Saint-Hilaire.
The commission had finished its work in the first of May, and the two
projets were sent to the Minister.

Falloux decided tmt their chance for

passage would be greatly improved if one single projet was sent to the Assembly
This would tie both primary and secondary education together and torce those
who undoubtedly sl'ared Thiers' concern for the "peril
'" social" to accept
pri vate schools on the secondary level i f they wanted curbs on the primary.
Deposi ting the projet on June 18 also took advantage of recent events.
state

ot siege had been proclaimed on the 13, and a

political clubs came a day later.
passed the

2,.

A

law which suspended some

The law dealing with the press would be

44
The law was qui te naturally attacked by the left as soon as it was revealed, but it was also denounced by certain Catholics.

Veuillot wanted com-

plete freedom, while many others thought that not enough control was afforded
clerical and conservative farces.

Fal1oux, in reply to criticism, cautioned,

"Prenez garde, on a plus d'une fois, perdu la hataille en voulant pousser 1a
victoire trop loin."

28

On June 27, the Assembly selected a commission to review the ,Erojet,29

many of whose members had been a part of past commissions.
this commission is rather interesting:

The composition of

only four had served on either the

Carnot or the Consituent's organic law commissions, Barth'l~ Saint-Hilaire,
Salmon, Sauvaire Bartttelemy, and Rouber, and this represented really a token
membership.

Mont.alembert, Janvier, Thiers, P'resneau and Me1lm had serwd on

Fal1oux's ministerial commission that drafted the projet.

The rema1n4er were

deputies most ot whom were moderate and conservative.
The commission made several changes all of which were tavorable for
private schools or restrictive for public ones.3D A representative of the
Jewish faith was added to the Conseil

~perieur.

Only letters of obedience

were to be required for teachers in religious girls' schools and they would
be equivalent

to the brevet.

The Ecoles normales could be abolished at the

option of the conseils deparmentals who would choose all the instituteurs.
The article indicating that the number of state-supported lycee,! would be
increased was suppressed, and the rights of the permanent sect.l(\n of the

28Falloux, I, p. 487
29 Moni teur, June 28, p. 218)
30The text is tound in the Moniteur, October 2l, p • .3263.
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Conseil superieur, that which vas composed ot old Universit8 members over
public schools was elimmated.

them.

Henceforth the entire ConseU 'WOuld deal with

Finally the mstituteurs were placed under the prefects' authority.
The commission's report was deposited by Beugnot on October 6 and was

greeted immediately by Lherbette's inquiry about a review by the ConseU

.2,~.3l

On July 3, he tad first raised this question32 and had been told by'

Falloux that this was an organic law and was therefore exempt from the constitutional stipulation.

The commission, he promised, 'WOuld also report on the

The report did appear in the Moni teur on October ~,33 three

matter, though.

days after the one on the organic law itself.

In it, Beugnot claimed that a

review had to be made before the commission began work, but in any event, it
was an organic law and a precedent had already beEll set in February when the
Constituent Assembly had not sent its projet on education for review.

Then

oddly enough, he maintained that any projet should not go to the ConseU before
a commission considers it.

The report concluded by asking for discussion to

begin.
The comments which accompanied the commission' s version of Falloox t s
Erojet upheld the right of all those who were found 'WOrthy and not ignorant
to teach, a statement which implied definite ideas about some WlO 'WOuld not be

found worthy.

In addition, liberty did not _an the right to teach anythmg.

There vas a true educatioo. which circumstances and not principle determine.
This applies also to the Church which has only 11mi ted :riJl.t.a to teach.

3lIbid., October 7, 2991.

32Ibid.,

July

3Jpage 3316.

4, p. 2236

If
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the sentiments expressed here sound familiar, it is because they had been
uttered by numerous individuals who spoke in favor of the Universi~ or
against Church schools.
jori~,

Now the conservatives, feeling secure in their ma-

albeit a lnajorit,y dependent upon moderate support, utilized the same

arguments to curb the brand ot education which displeased, if not horrified
them.

For whatever the limits imposed upon education, private or public,

the clergy 'OOuld be in a position to play an important pat;t, in tol'lllUlating
them.

And as will be seen, when the projet comes up tor debate, the lett

will deli vet" speeches that once could have been pronounced by Montalembert.
Betore any further developments could take place, Falloux lett his ministry for the last time.

Four times before ill health had neeessi tated appoint-

ing an interim minister. 34 Now, while J..anjuinais was conducting educational
affairs, Falloux tonnally resigned.

Heal th was the stated reason, and he

claimed to be satisfied with the handling of the educational and the Roman
s1tuation. 35

But it is public record that he questioned Louis Napoleon's

treatment ot the latter.

If there is some doubt as to whether Falloux wi th-

drew before he could be remowd, there is none in the case of the other ministers who were re!ilaced on October 31, when Felix de Parieu, a deputy of
noble ancestry became the new Minister of Public Instruc tion and Religions as
part of a cabinet Wiich ceased to be responsible to the Assembly-or anyone

34From January 10 to February 20, July 28 to August 3, August 18 to
September 9 J and since September 14.

3SFalloux, I, p. 548 f.

r__--------------~
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elee but the PreFlident--and

AS

one author pointed out, marked the ond

or

t

parliamentary phase of the Second Republic. 3'

The change in ministers he.d no crucial effect on
Parieu. woold he passed, although not before the opposition would make a ti.n
attempt to have it baried or at least radically altered by the Conaei1 dtE
or before the conservative reaction aga1nst the instituteurs reached its
cliMx.

3t5.Uehel, p. 282.

CHAprIER 4
OF INSTIWTEURS
THE REVIEW BY THE COUNCIL OF STATE AND THE SUSPENSION
NOVEMBER, l849--JANUARY, 18,0

sessio n of NovemPasca l Dupra t raise d the quest ion of review again in the
l
ission 's repor t.
comm
the
of
s
usion
concl
the
nging
challe
time
this
7,
ber
his first appea rAfter the review had been calle d for once more, Parle u made
was indif feren t to
ance befor e the Assembly. He claim ed tha t the gover nment
would have to send to
the legal proce ss and that, if' the review were voted , he
Even if the review
the Assembly a speci al law dealin g with the instit uteur s.
short delay to conwere not passe d, he added , the gover nment would ask for a
sider the

~roJet.

ved.
By a sligh t majo rity, .307 to 303, the review was appro
I"lontalembert and Paris is all voted again st it.

2 Thier s,

Parie u absta ined from votin g.

3
a withd rawal , rut
One au thor claim ed that the Minis ter stalle d, hopin g for
subse quent devel opwhile his behav ior on November 7 might subst antia te this,
made up its mind,
ments indic ated that, at most, the gover nment had not fully
4
gener al" the proje t.
for on Janua ry 19, Pari e annou nced that it suppo rted tt en
IMon lteur, November

-

8,

p.

3,,8.

2Ibid ., p. 3)63.
3Pi,err e F. La Gorce , Histo lr!!!!

1! ~;econde

Re'pu bligue (Pari s, 1904) ,

II, p. 287.

4Mon lteur, Janua ry 20, 18,0, p. 220. Disco urs of Parle u.
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See below p. 7

49
Despit.e the fact t.hFlt the follo'Winr day n monerate deputy, losrdrel, clatmed
that the record of voting contained numerous irregulru-itles, the vote was susta1.ned, end Kerdrel was not supported 'Flhoo ho c8.11ed for a.nnu.lment evan though
many

or

those present said their votes had been recorded in error. 5

This apparent setback was explained by Falloux

~s

the reflUl t of the dis-

sent of certain Catholics who felt the law as inadequate anct of those committed
to the Elysee party who wished the government to have its say.6 In the Unlver.!
Veuillot predicted thnt the projet would die while the I.iberte" E! rrenser,
speaking for the left, was con.fident that it would be at least changed appreciably. 7

Parieu realized tl'>.at there would be considerable dels.y befor") it

aver came to discussion, and so, as promised, on Deoe."TlOOr 13 he presented a
short projet which i.n four articles would place new controls on the prl1u.ry
school teachars.

8

The interim character of this law is shown by t.he first article which

limit its effect until an organiC law on education was passed.

Parieu present-

ad it as a motion of urgency, thus hoping to remove many instltuteurs as soon

as possible and also to eliminate the possibility of any review since motions
of urgence were among those excepted.

The proposed law would make

prefects all-po-werful in the nomination, replacement

ar

dep~rtmental

suspension of

+nst!-

tuteurs; it wuld also prevent those suspended or replaceci from. opening private
schools.

5Ibid.,

9,
-6Falloux,November
I~, p. 559.

p.

3580.

7M1chel, p. 292.

~niteur,

December

14, p. 4005.
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Paacal IUprat spoke first and directed a. sarcastic comment toward the
Minister, asking if this meant the wi thdrawal of the other projet.

He then

P3rieu

asked for review, but the Assembly president ruled this out of order.

asked that the erojet be sent to the cOl'lll'lission which had treated Fallou'
organic law, but this was objected to by Lherbette on the grounds that the
conmission had alreaqy finished its work and no longer existed.

/

Barthelem;r

Saint-Hilaire agreed, but the Assembly voted to sald it to that commission.
Shortly before the irremovability of the instituteur was threatened,
another blow had been struck at the edifice ot the Universi ~.

On November 17,

a decret was promulgated abolishing the certificat ~'etudes as a requisite
for the bachelor degree. 9

No longer were the courses comprising the rhetor1que
,

II

and 2hilosophie required to be taken in the colleges or lzsees; all private
secondary students, as well as those in the institutions

.2!

plein exercise

could qualify for the ba.caularea t exam ina tion.
On December 17, the corrmission presented a hastily drafted report of the
10
interim law, Beugnot again reporting.
It urged adoption as presented and

s tressed again the urgency of the s1 tuation citing the "evidence du pEtrU
[SociaJI."

The Law ot 1833, it continued, had _de the ,inst1tuteur practically

immovable, and the pre SEll t circumstances find the government "desarme can t.re
les entreprises d'un nombre, malheursement trap grand, dtinstituteurs eommunaux, qui, de sen tent leur modeste, mais noble mission, meconnaissant
ee
"

,

~

qu'ils doivent a 1a patrie et aux familles, se sont transormes dans nos

-

9Ibid., November 17, p. 3697.
lOIbid., December 18, p. 4059, Text on page 4109.

~l

compagnes en propaga teurs ard.ents de doctrines "t de desseins ~gal_nt
c oupable,.. ,,11
On the same day, the Assembly also recieved the Consell'! version of the
Falloux projet.

Having been discussed during the first two weeks in December,

1 t was accepted as amended by a 30 to

5

vote on the 11.12

To the surprise of

almost everybody, the version tha. t was returned to the Assembly contained 1es.
changes than expected. 13

Those that were made were mostly in the natllre

ot

organization and reflected the growing authoritarianism of the government.
Michel in attempting to explain the relatively rew changes made by the Conseil
analyzed its composition with particular attention paid to tbe dates when its
present memoors were elected. 14 He round tbe new manbers to be mainly those

from the old .July 1-1onarchy majority, since on June 29, l8h9, only nine ot tne
original twenty members bad been reelected.

[Assemcril"

The lIasprit de 1a Const1tuante

that the opposl tion had hoped would manifest itself was simply

no longer characteristic of its members.

Like the new Assembly itself, it was

of a different political cast.

A day later a report was deposited on the proposition ot Wallon Which was
9.

shor't, formula for the requirements on free secondary schools. lS

The commis-

sion, the same one that had treated all recent educational matters, recommended.
tha t i t not be discussed since it deal t with topics alread.y covered by the

llIbid., December 21, p. 4110.
l2Michel. p. 322.
l3The text was published in the Moniteur, December 21, p. 4118.
1L.Ibid. J p. 322.

15I~i~.

J

December 19 J p.

4z>5 J

text on page 13 (1850).

Falloux projet.

If the proposer was in disagreement with any of t,he pro-

visions of that projet, he always had the right to propose amendments.

Wallon

had oalled for greater state surveillance of private schools than the Falloux
projet provided for.
On December 21, the Assembly president queried the deputies as to whether

the projet as reviewed by the ConseU
mission. 16

g'!!:!,!

should be returned to the com-

Bar~lemy- Saint-Hilaire spoke for return, probably out of prefer-

ence for the original.

Kerdrel, who had gone on record in opposition to the

review. now claimed tlw task of the Conseil was merely advisory and that the
commission already had its version lIhich had been submitted in October before
the review.

'lbe return to the cOmnllssion was voted.

Wi thin ten days, l3eugnot was before the AssemblY again wi til the com-

mission's report. 17 Although the Consail had opposed increasing the number of
acadamies, the commission had reinstated the number of eighty-six.
the ConseU '!

com1~

It deleted

departmental which was intended to treat primary educatio

exclusively and put both levels back under the conseil academique departmen-

-

tal.

The ConaeU had wanted to have ma tten of private education ajudioated

in the courts. but the commission preferred having the eame administrative

authoriv handle both private and public instruotion.

In line with the

current question of the instituteurs, it had retained what was in effect the
insertion by the Conseil of the prOvisions of the projet introduced by Parieu

16Ibid ., December 31, p. 4103.
l7 Ibid., January 1, 1850, p. 9., text on page 79.
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on November 17.

F8110ux had intend ed prefe ct con't.rol orie;i nally , but the

academigue depar tcomm ission had place d the instit uteur s under the conse il
menta l.
was perha ps
The proje t as it emerged from the comm ission the secon d time
versi on, althou gh
even more unacc eptab le to the oppos ition than its origi nal
ly, the Conse il had
less so than the draft of the Conse il d'Eta t. Surpr ising

-..-...;--- -

prone towar d
been fa.vor able to the Churc hls educa tiona l demands and was
.... '! actio n, the
great er centr aliza tion and contr ol. Frust rated by the _C_on...s_e_U
Assembly i tseU .
oppos i tion would have its final chanc e on the noor of the
the first part of
rut ~ signi fican t prelu de to this debat e would be held in
as it is often
Janua ry when the law on instit uteur s or the "peti te loi"
calle d, would be deal t with.
Janua ry 2 ltlen
The secon d dispu ted ballo t withi n two months occur red on
lB
Parie n again tried to have it
the discu ssion of the "peti te loi" was held.
was aided in
treate d as a motio n of urgen cy, but this time the oppos ition
the comm ission had
their stalli ng tactic s by sever al deput ies who, now that
cy. Vesin was the
repor ted on the "gran de loi, II saw no reaso n tor the urgen
been suppo rted in
first to speak again st the Eroje t. Altho ugh urgen cy had
December, he ma1.ntained there was no reaso n tor it nOlI.

Pasca l Dupra t fol-

legis latio n over
lowed him to the tribun a and claim ed that even witho ut any
ond1ssem.nt and
1800 instlt uteur s had been broug ht tefor e the comit $s ~tarr
ion, twel ve depar tthat ot these at least 1200 had been suspe nded. In addit
les had been repla ced
mmta l inspe ctors and three direc tors of Ecole s norma

18

Ibid. , Januar.y 3, p. 23.

,4
The present law Obviously must be suffie:1.ent.

It t,he govel"nJ!'1ent is disturbed

over agitation, he concluded, t,my doesn't it do anything about politically

active instituteurs on the right.

Parieu replied that no more than 300 insti-

tuteurs had l::-.een replaced and that ot these marly were simply for negligence
of dutielJ.
it now.

The 81 tuation, he added, requires special legislation and requires

Mol', uho eventually supported the urgency motion, suggested that the

organic law be discussed first and amended.

At this time, however, it was not

possible since the commission's report had not yet been printed and distribute
a circumstance which probably was not unplanned.
Finally cloture 'Was called for and the vote took place.

The rosul ts,

announcing a tie at 312 for and against, provoked outbursts of laughter from
the left.

Then the president of the Ass8ll1bly said that it 'WOuld be on the

order of Ute day for tomorrow.

Sauvaire Barth'lemy im.media tely claimed that

if there were no urgency, the law should go to the CooseU
T

Uuprat interjected a 8hlPle r:.greement.

df~tat.

_.........-

l'ascal

At this point, s. secretary irtforrned

the Assembly that there was some question

r~s

to the record at voting.

Results

would have to be verified, so the session ad,journed.

lhe following day in a stormy session, the vote was annulled and the
urgency then voted, 329 to 300. 19 It was placed on the order ot the day for
the following day's session, but other matters had priority, so discussion

19 A certain confusion on the voting of the flptttite loi" is shown in
several of the secondary sources treating this subject. La Gorce stated that
urgency passed on the 2 (II, p. 289), while the Ivloniteur'! transcript of the
debates ot the 2 contains only the annulled vote with the actual p!l.ssage of
urgency not until the 3. Bastid (Rfitttbllliue, p. 253) gave January 2 as the
date for passage ot the law itself,
i is was not until the 11.
2OMoni teur, January 9, p. 86.

did not actually begin until January 8.

Debate walld only last for four days,

and the outcome was clear trom the beginning.
was the first to speak. 2O

A deputy of the lett Lavergne

He cautioned against the passage ot a law intended

to be temporary since such laws have a tendency to become permanent.

He also

found no reason for debating such a law now, for the "grande loin was soheduled
within two weeks.

Eeugnot, as reporter for the projet, and Parieu attempted

to answer critics trom the lett.

Poth stressed the need for a law as soon

as possible, but their motivation was different in one respect.

Eeugnot, in

the tradition ot Montalembert, Dupanloup and even Falloux, condemned the
atheism of primary teaohing.

Parieu, on the other hand, seemed concerned with

the instituteurs as a souroe ot inspiration for disorder.

His interest here

seemed to be in social and public order, and his motivation appeared to be
poli tical rather than religious.

If this is true, the urgency that Parieu

tound necessary to seek tor the "petite loin and the apparent reluctance he
had in giving immediate and whole-hearted support to the "grande loi" may
have been because he thought his attitude was closer to the majorit.y sentiment

-

in the Assembly, sentiment that may have tound the loi Parieu more necessary
than the

!2!

Falloux. 2l

Parieu had been continually interrupted bT Ill_bars

of the lett--a tactio not unusual tor either side in the debates--and his
speech produced such emotional outbursts that order could not be restored for
a quarter ot an hour atter he finished.

He was tollowed b.1 several deputies

ei ther supporting or criticizing the erojet after which cloture was called,
and the Assembly decided to pass on to discussion of the specific articles.

21During the discussion of the motion ot urgency on January 2, Parieu had
even said he wasn't the author, Ibid., January 3, p. 24.

The session of January 9 began lli.th the president of the Assembly enumer ..
a ting the 'Various amendments that had been proposed, all of which in some way

were designed to limit the revoking or suspending powers of the prefec t or to

,.

lUke him work in concert 'With some local body, a eonlell municil?al, a oomite

.2 'arrondissement

or an acadt!mie commission. 22 All were sponsored by deputies

ot the left and they all failed. 23
Article 1 which specifically put the !neti tuteur under the supervision of
the prefect was passed but without the paragraph limiting the effectiveness
of the law untU an organic law on education was voted. 24 Many thought the
limit should be definite and wanted to reserve its stipulation for a later
article.

Article 2, as approved, provided for the nomination ot tnstituteurs,

either lq or religious, by the comites .starrondissemen~ trom lists sent to it.
An amendment permitted Protestant or Jewish teachers to be selected if they

were desired.

This process was substantially different trom that which Parieu

had originally sent to the Assembly' whereby the prefect himself would nominate
all of them.

Article 3 concerned the ellspension and dismissal process, and

it was toward this article that most of the unsuccessful amendments were directed.
miss.

It stood as orig1n.ally drafted.
Article

5 prohibited

the prefect could suspend and dis-

a suspended or dismissed inatitutuer from opening

a private school, but the qualification; that this would only apply in the

22Moniteur, January 10, p. 101.
2.3some were withdrawn before coming to a vote when amendmenta with almost
the same provisions were deteated.

24Artlc1es 1 and 2 were passed January 9; 3, 4 and 5 on January 101 6, 7
and 8 on January 11.
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locality in which hE) had been teaching when suspended was omitted.
;"

gave the comites .4'arrondissement the right to suspend on their own.

l.r-ticle 6
Article 7

drew a ttent.ion to the sect.ion in the Law of 1833 that would be modified while
Article 8 stated that the law would be effective for six months regardless of
whether the organic law was passed or not.
Article 4 produced the most discussion, both for and against.

It had

been an addition of the commission and said in effect that once an instituteur
was dismissed, he was dismissed indefinitely, while a suspension would last
for six months.
On January 11, the law was voted "ensemble" by a majority far greater than

that which carried the earlier votes that month and the previous December,

385 for with 223 opposed. 25 If there were any reason to wonder whether the
"grande loin would be passed less easily because those who wanted curbs on the
instituteurs might be less inclined to support concessions for private secondary educatlon, it was obvious that a substantial defection from the majority
would have to take place.

Miohel pointed out that the Catholic right was

l'lrgely absent from the discussion of' the "petite 10i,,,26 while it was Parieu
who obta:ined its passage by arguing that the inst1tuteurs were anarchists.

It

remained to be seen if Mon talembert, Thiers and the rest would be as success;"

lUl when the,y added their denunoiation of the Universite professors in the
eecondar,y schools as atheists.

2~ni teur,

Janus.l'Y' 12, p. 127.

~ichel, p. 365 f.

S8
Lest there be any d.oubt atout the goverr.J11.oot '8

fl tt1tude

and t.ho :intent

of the recent law, Par1eu quickly 1SBued three circula1res, one to the prefects, one to the rectors Rnd one to the institute\U"S themselves.

In them.

he made it quite clear that the "instituteurs ns sent pa.s destines

a un

rOle

po1itique."27

21Mon1teur, January 16, p. 177.

~1rcula1re to prefects.

See above p. 32.

CHAPTER V
THE DEPATE ON THE

!&r FALLOUX.

JANUARY.MARCH, 18$0.

Fallowc' projet atter being sent to cOlllll'dasion, reviewed by the ConseU

.2. '!!:!!

and revised by the commission again, was tinally brought to discussion
on Januar;y 14.1 Twenty-six sessions compriSing three deliberations were devoted to this piece ot legislation in the next sixty dqs.

The tirst deliber-

a tion which lasted a 1Ieek and was open to general discussion saw II10re than a
do.zen speakers alternating tor and against the projet.

l"i th occasional ora-

torical brUliance interspersed amid tamiliar arguments, the initial stage ot
the dabate was cM-Nctarized by several anticipated events.

the erti catho-

ligae, recently so noticeably absent in the discussion ot the law on !nst!-

tu teurs. now spoke out in .full torce.
shable from them.

Even Thiel's spoke in tel'1ll8 indistingui-

Parien, reflecting the thoughts ot the parti ~tElz(ee.

supported the projet tor the government in a manner best described as authoritarian.

On the attack 'WEIre the deputies

ot the left, trail extreme to moderate,

but Mgr. Parisis, himself, also seemed to be hesitant about the law.

Victor

Hugo delivered a dramatic denunciation ot the law and a stirring, it almost
preposterous at times, plea tor state education.

/.

Bartnelemey Saint-Hilaire

presented a detailed though somewhat drab critique, and Crem.ieux and Pascal
Duprat made pleaJf, for a true educational freedom which they claimed the present
law would not bring a bout.

lMOniteur. January 1$, p. 1$3.

$9
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Earth'lemy' Saint-Hilaire was the first to speak in the opening session
He began t~ upholding the idea

which was reserved far general discussion.
of liberte

~'enseiBnemen.,.

stating that the Constitution cRl1s for it and that

now is the time for it to be organized.
right to teach.

Eut, he added, there is no natural

Although roth t he state and families h9. ve

matter, those of the state are superior.

r~hts

in the

,11th these presuppositions, he

delved into a detailed critique of the proposed law.

Of the twenty-eight mem-

bers of the Consei1 superieur, he charged, only eight are trom educational
baCkgrounds; the competency of the other twenty must be questionable.

In ad-

dition, there are opposed elements in the Conseil itself, and one of theM
manifests ttune sorte de defiance contre l'Etat."2 SImilarly in the conseils
academigues departmentals. half of the members, the representatives from. the
conseUs s.eneraux, have no educational experience at all.
d'mie inspector is included.

Not even the!2!-

Private education is supposed to be under the

surveillance of the State, but according to this projet members of free education 'WOuld be doing the inspection themselves.

Since inspectors can be

chosen from private education where there are virtually no requirements, &1most anyone from there can be an inspector.
public system.)

fl,$

This is not the case in the

for inspection of private schools, he continued, the

Constitution places no restraints, but this projet limits it only to matters
2

Ibtd.,
1,4
.JAt t.'1s noint a deputy from. the rip:ht shouted rut that that was exactly
what
1. ntended. Ibid.
p.

hr.0. h.?~n
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"

of sanitation and morality_

In add! tion, the brevet de capacite had virtually

been negated by allowing private school professors to substitute as an equivalent for it, the certiticat

~

stage. which guarantees nothing other than

the tact that they- have been· teaching tar tive years.

Female teachers have

nothing required of theM at all which guarantees competency.

These measures

,.

have more etfectively destroyed the UniversitEt, he concluded, than if it were
abolished outright.

,.

ft

•••

ce ntest pas 1& liberte qU'on organise, mais

bien le privilege ... 4 The clergy should conduct education under the same laws
as everybody else.
Barthe~emy Saint-Hilaire had spoken during the entire session of the

and a good part ot the 15.
Langres.

5

14

He was tollowed by Mgr. Par1sis, the bishop ot

Parisis maintained that the law would be one of compromise, but

that he was still somewhat hesitant about it.

He would vote for the law if

all that was essential to religious liberty was retained by the Assenbly, it
the bishops in the conseils could prohibit books that were against Catholic
doctrine and if it seemed that the bishops would be able to retire from the
conseils when they- might appear to endorse something contrar,y to their taith.
His support ot the law was based on the tact that religion would again be

intro~

duced into public instruction, tor, he claimed, religion can teach without the

,

,. but the Universite"" can t teach without religion.
UniversitAt

~bid.,

-

p. 156

SIbid., January 17, p. 170 t.

6?
The final speaker on January 1, was Victor Bugo, and his was, perhaps,

the most emoM.onal of all

~scours

add-ressed to the

the orthodox pos! t.ion of the left in education.

As~emblY'''

He lauded the ascending STste

of state schools and hoped that it would become universal.

gation and sratui~.

Hugo endorsed

He praised

£E!!-

There should be private schools, he admitted, but under

the surveillance of the State, and only the State.

All clergy should be ex-

,..

"..

6

eluded from the ooosei18 . . . . . . 3e veux l'Etat laique, purement laique."

He is not opposed to religious education, rut religi'Ou8 education is something
vastly different from what the
turies.
can

th~

part~ catholi~e

has been dispensing tor cen-

Had not Harvey, Prinelli, Gallileo been repressed, he demanded.

How

deny men like that and still call themselves teachers, he asked.

Church was an anachronismf

The

"Maia vous ['i.e. ItEgliseJne connaisses done pas,
",

'"

h

..."

vous revoyez done pas les elements manes du temps ou vous etas.

,.

Mals vous ete

done dans votre sieele comme des .trangers." 7 Wi th almost everyone ot his
statements greeted with cheers from the lett and jeers trom the right, he concluded:
Je repouase votre loi. Je la repou8se, parce qu 'elle confisque l'enseign_ent priaire, paree qu telle degrade 1 tenseignanent secc:ndaire,
paree qu '~lle ataisse le niveau de la SCience, parce qu 'elle diminue
man pays.
The tollowing day, Poujalat, speaking in support

~bid.,

-

7Ibid •

-

-

Brbid.

p. 172.

ot the Qrojet attached

6)
Hugo's contentions which seemed to him to be a "melodrame de tribune."

Can-

plete mtui~ was a "roman politique" that would make national 'WOrkshops
out of public instruction.

Poujalat then summoned arguments from history to

show what the Church had accomplished in educational and cultural fields.
France under Charlemagne, the western universities, the Italy of Trissan and
tUchangelo, Spain's conquest of Islam.

In rebuttal to Hugo's claim that the

Church had wished to stop the progress of France, he affirmed that France
would only be stopped from. falling into an abyss.
Pascal Duprat, then mounted the tribune, and in an attempt to narrow the
range of the general discussion, he stated that the ,nestion before the Assam.
bly was to pass an organiC law on education for the present and the tuture.
He came out for educational liberty, but, he maintained, this law will not

provide it.

Private sohools alongside of state schools are demanded by the

Constitution, by the right of conscience and by civilization itselt, but this
law would put bishops with philosophers and make the clergy part of the monopoly it once combatted.

If liberty of association is desired, he continued,

then return the political elubs; i t freedom to instruct is sought, return
freedom to the press.

fut this will not be done, be concluded, for the pas,-

sage of the "petite loi" " • • • me prouvent que neus serons condamnes longtemps encore ... 9
The case which the following speaker Bechard presented was both interest...
ing and diffuse.

-

Un1im1 ted liberty is impossible in France, he claimed, not

9Ibid., p. 181.

like the United States 'Whioh has had experience in universal suffrage for fifty
years; in france people are too passionate about such things.

So if hostility

to religion or the eclecticism of Couain seems about to 'triumph in
seils, "L'Universit' sera jugs,," and France will act.

the~

lO

'The fourth d:iY of general discussion began 111. th the oppoai tion speech of
Lavergne who attacked the intrusion of the Church in public education, emphasized the incompatabilit.y of the t'WO school systems and warned the Church that
its refusal to accept progress would lead to disaster.
conflict in the fbllowing fashiont

"La au

ll

He summarized the

l1Eglise veut llautorlte, l'uni-

//

v~rsi te

;I'
"
reelame 180 lirerte,
la_ou
l'univeraite'" veut. IlJ3ttre Ie libre examen,

l' F.gli.se veut la toi. u12 The Universi te" will have to burn its philosophy
books or the Church will have to learn them, he added.

tUs solution was for

an entirely separate system for private schools (a solution that many liberals

were rall1ing to in hopes

~f

preventing the clerical victory passage of the

law would bring):
• • • je fais observer que ceux qui rtiClament aujourd'hui une part dans ",.
l'enseignement d. l'Etat, autref'ois, dans leur geurre contre l'universit.
ne ~clamaient pa;J autre chose que cs que je suia tres dispose ii leur
acaorder ~i.e.J le droit d'elever i cote de les etablissements de l'Etat,
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ses propres-eiablissemen ts.

183
11 Ibid., Januar,y 18
12Ibid •
lOIbid., p.

t

p.

193 t.

13,,! notice that 'those who today claim a role in the State's education
at another time in their war against the Uni versi tAt claimed nothi~ other than
that which I am quite willing to grant them
the right of' establishing
alongside of the state schools, schools of t Ir-own.;/" ~.

U.e.,

6,
Lavergne concluded with this warning:
• • • ce nteat que dans un moment oil tous les debris des partis monarchiques pris de frayeur, cherchent ensemble un abri que 1 'autorite qui
regna au Moyan 'ge peut tenter de slimposer, en pr'sentant aux esprit
troub1Eis 1e seu1e chose qui semble ewe restee fixe dans 1 'uni verse1le
hesitation. Mais prenons garde, 1a 101 de l'tm.an1t8 ctest de marcher
en avant; ce n'est pas de revenir en arr1~J si nous y retournons
noUB y trOUVO[lC' plus poignant et plus insupportable le doute qui nOU8
voulons fUir .1.4
Fresneau, a member of the commission that drafted the Erojet, was next
to speak. 1 '

He offered a somewhat uninspired denial ot Lavergne's allegation

that there was a conflict.

The French clel"l7 and the civil authority are in

harmony, he claimed (a claim that was cOming closer to the truth all the time).
In any event, the Church doesntt thwart SOCiety; it only guards its own revealed truth.
Atter a brief dissertation by Soubies which labeled the Erojet as an
anachronism and tried to distinguish betwen "1 'esprit du siec1e" such as the jn
difterence of the Eighteenth Centur,y and the "l'esprit revolutionnaire" which
leads to anarchy, Montalembert spoke.
the minds

or

16 His speech could have lett no doubt

the deputies as to what he hoped the law would achieve.

He tirst

14"'l'hiS is but a time when all the ruins of the monarchial parties,
seized with fear, search together a shelter that can try to impose again the
authority which reigned during the Middle Ages while at the same time ofter
to troubled spirits the only thing which seellU!J to remain tixed in their universal hesitation. lht take care, the law or human1ty is on the march, it
will not tall back. It we retum, we will only tind the doubt that 1f8 want
to fiee has becane more intense and more unbearable." Ibid., p. 194.

-

l'Ibid.

16Ibid ., p. 197 t.

-

in
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referred to the :e.rojet as a "traite de paix" ltd th official education and then
attacked the "monopole de l'education" of the R~iversi~, ~ich had led the
French youth through liberalism to republicanism and now finally to socialism.
Order and respect for authority has been replaced by pride and ambition, he
main talned, and only rel1gious education can remedy this.

Only the

-cure

stands for order and respect for authority, and through this law the clergy
can "interwnir d'une maniere ~gulier." in society.17
The following day CrEimieux embarked on a lengthy analogy which claimed
that religious education could never be eftective as a block to progress. 18
In the Eighteenth Century, all education was religious, and 1789 still came.
The Revolution was in the congregations just as it was everywhere.
ce que Dieu veut, c' est le progres
" du temps."

" •••

Montslan bert on the other hand

"juge le 18e sieele comma 1e 1ge et le juge avec les yeux du 15e siecle.,,19
Then Cremieux almost touched oft a riot by alluding to the

em1p:EtS ltlo lett

France during the Revolution and those who rose in revolution in the Vend'e
as something akin to traitors who refused to accept a truly French development.
Representatives from that area retorted with charges against the "crimes de la
Convention"; deputies of the left cried out 1n support ot the speaker.

Finall,

a recess was ordered.
Cre~eux, after order had been restored, tinished by reading a letter

-

17Ibid ., p. 199.
18Ibid., Januar,y 19, p. 205 t.
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supposedly written by Montalembert to Parieu from which he reasoned that the
law must gi va power to the Church or Montalem.bert 'WOuld not support it.

For

the letter said "!.t'Eglis!l n 'est n1 l'esclave, ni la cllente, ni 1 'aux11iare

de personne, elle est reine au elle n'ost r1en. u20
Thiers was the next speaker in the general discussion, and his speech
reflected the shifting sympathies of a large segment of Assem.bly moderates
too t he represented. 21

"
"En presence
de tout ce que nous avons w depuie deux

ana, j 'avouerai, sane crainte, que je suis modifi'." ~ He frankly admitted
tha t concessions had been made to the Church blt that he had done this to
uni te all the defenders of society in the face of danger.

He had taken the

hand of Montalembert and will take the hand of anyone to defend society, the
society that has put men of such feelings in the m.ajority••for that is France.
He contrasted the wishes of the extreme lett against those of the extreme

right, both of whom were displeased with the law.
that it must be a compromise.

That proves, he stated,

Jurisdiction, surveillance and the conferring

of degrees had been retainedJ only four of the twenty-eight members of the
Conseil superi8\U' were clergy, while eight were from the Universite.

This

compromise is demanded by the Consti tut1on, the justice of the claims of free
education and the dangers facing society.
January 19, was the tinal day' tor general discussion, and at this time

20

-

Ibid., p.

m.

21 Ibid., p. ro8 f.

-

22ybid., p. 208.
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rt of the law,
Parie u took the oppor tunity to oonounce the gover nmen t's suppo
23 "Je viens motiv er, en peu de mote,
with some reser vatio ns.

suppo rt given

proje t de lot,
1.'adh~sion que le Gouvernement donne , en gener al, au

voeu pour qu'U soit passe

a une

secon ds delib eratio n.

the major provi sions of the laWJ

at son

1124 He did agree with

the unifi ed contr ol of priva te and publi c

educa tion, the
educa tion, the end ot the Univ ersite monopoly in secon dar,r
speci fic artic les
conce ssions to priva te schoo ls) and it will be appar ent when
the gover nment
are discu ssed that amendments Parie u spons ors on behal f ot

are only incid ental to the main inten t at the

2ro~et.

and he claim ed
Lagar de was the final speak er in the gener al discu ssion ,2,
,
ersite , ita
.!!niv
the
tor
ed
retain
been
had
what
t
omise
compr
no
was
the law
y be circW llvent ed.
tew repre senta tives , the confe rring of degre es, could easil
indiv idual
The secon d delib eratio n, the tirst actua l consi derat ion of
26
This stage of the debat e wu
artic les, did not begin until Febru ar,r 4.
the oppos ition
chara cteriz ed by the const ant and usual ly tutU e attem pt by
~
-Hila ire and Pasca l
to offer amendments. Wallo n, Lagar de, Bartn elemy Saint
asing ly hopel ess
Dupra t were the stand ard beare rs at the lett in t.his incre
cauee .
artic le
Coque rel was the tirst to speak , and he denounced the first
After predi cting
which enume rated the comp ositio n ot the Conse il super ieur.

2)Ibi d., Janu&r.y 20, p. 220 f.

-

-

24Ibid•

25 Ibid. ,

-

p. 221 f.

26ybid., February

5,

p. 411.
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it would bring death to public instruction and make educatton in France wholly
clerical, he lapsed into an argument actually more sui table for the general
discussion.

His criticiSM of the concessions and exoeptions mads to private

education, ended with this warning:

-Vous ne pouvez pas

pr~ter

au mauvais

socialisme un secours plus efficace que de vouloir rendre la natf.on francaise
(
plus religieus8 qutelle ~t Ie devenir. n27
Discussion of Article 1 continued for two more days, and several oounter
propositions were offered.

Richardet presented an amendment which was, in

effect, a oounter projet.

In six short articles he would have had removed

all restrictions on education.

Even at this early stage of debate, many of

the left, convinced that most of Falloux' projet would become law, supported
this counter projet.

Although defeated, they hoped to save public instruction

from clerical interference b.1 granting extensive freedom to private schools.
~ben

this had failed, the opposition then began to attack the projet, piece-

meal, through amendments.

And few of these were successful.

To amend Article 1, Chaftour proposed that the membel"8 of the conaen
superieur be elected by the Assembly. Lavergne tried to limit the members
to people presently in the Universitf! or in one of the facu1tes.

Cazales want-

ed to prohibit any clergy. Forsaeeing an eventual staffing ot the Conseil with
indi vldual.s not from education at all, Bart~18my Saint-Hillaire tried to limit
membership in the permanent section to those having fifteen years of service.
All of these proposals failed.

27Ibid., p. 413.

-
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Parieu t'!1e:1 spoke .for the article.

J:t would be useful, he declared, to

have representatives of private education in discussions of suob national inteNet.

He

also expressed his desire to have lay instruction, both public and

private becoJIJI more religious.

Al though Article 1 was passed in the same form.

in which it was presented to the Assembly, not every effort from the right
was accepted.

When Chapot attempted to include three _bers fran private

education in. the permanent section of the ConseU,he was not supported.
Articles? through 6 were also accepted

8S

presented, but the left expressed

their preference for Falloux t original version whioh had placed more power in
the permanent section.
On February 12 and 13 discussion was heard on Article 7 whioh 'WOuld in-

crease the number of acad'mies to correspond with the departmental boundaries.

28 While

DIlch of the debate was couched in practical argument, pro-

ponents and critics aligned themselves along familiar ideological lines.
Wallon deplored the and of the old coDd ~s wblch looked over primary education
on the communal level and charged that the departmental administration would
have too many schools under 1. t for proper supervision.

MontalE'll\bert then

claimed that Wallon exaggerated the number ot schools and urged the inclusion

ot non-educators in the conseil acadein1ew:e departmental to lend a balance to
eduoational admj nistra tion.

Pari en supported the academie increase because

of the more efteetual control he felt would result.

Bartnelemy Saint-Hilaire

detended the present organization and noted the gains made in education since
1814.

He also made a rather interesting comment:

tv

avoiding the new
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literar,y movement, Ramanticiam, the Universitt had spared societ,y trom the
real source ot disorder.

Thiers spoke nut and supported the measure, calling

for the inolusion of private school personnel if there were to be a parallel
private sohool system.

" ••• U taut que tous prennent part au goveme-

ment.,,29
The increase vas voted and discussion passed on to the conseUs academiques depar'bnentals.

When an amendment of Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire, designed

to require rectors to have the srade ~ licenc~, seemed about to taU,
cries came from the lett to forget about useless oppoai tion.

"Mettes tout

de suite 1 'ensemble de la loi awe vou, ce sera plus tot tal t. ,,30
acoepted the prO'lision and the amendment carried.

Illt Parin

Then the addition of two

membera trom private education to the conseils was voted down, a second minor

concession to the left. When Article 13 (15 in the final. version) was voted,
spelling out the function ot the conseUs, Parieu. made it plain that the
government was not entlrelJ' in tavor ot departmental initiative} he reversed
the process somewhat by having the conseUs consulted on certain matters

ra ther than subni tting things tor consideration.

The _C.....
on_H
........U;;;

!! '!!:!j!

had

already inserted a phrase that called tor consultation only "sl le ministn
le juge nec~ssaire.u31 Although objected to by several among the right as
well as the lett, the government's proposal was accepted.

29 Ibid., February 14, p. 530.
30 Ibid., Feb uar,y 1" p. ,40.
31 Ibid ., p.

,44.

12
Article IS (17 in the final version) stated explicitly that there would
32
be two kinds of schools, public and free.
When Wallon failed to have 'mly
those associations recognized by the state permitted to teach, the heart 'Of
the law had been approved, both in its educational structure and its implications.

Of the remaining provisions, only the process ot naming teachers

and inspecting schools could have a significant effect on matters, and in
these areas the opposition was equally unsuccessful.

Despite outcries of

privilege, inspection of private SChools was limited to "mora1i~," "hygiene"
and respect for the "constitution et les lois.,,33 Wallon's attempt to add
"enseignement" and "discipline" failed completely.

Instituteurs would be

named by the conseil municipal accQrding to an approved list submitted 1:,- the
conseil academ1gpe

?epartmenta~,

more direct local control.

34

despite several attempts

b.1 the left for

The following article gave the prefect the sole

right to suspend insti tuteura without the required "avis du comite d' arrond!eement" which the January law specified. 35

In the area of

pr~ar.r

amendments for obligation and complete gratuit' failed, although
unable to pay would be adm! tted free,36 and the mayor and

.2.!!d.

education,

child~n

(or other

minister) would draw up the list. 31

34
-

)3 Ibid., February' 19, p. 593.

Ibid., February

3SIbid., p. 623.

a,

p. 621.

Article 29 (30 in final version).

Article 30 (33 in final version).

-

36Ibide, February 20, p. 601.

-

Article 19 (21 in final version.)

37Ibide, February 22, p. 636.

Article 22 (24 in tinal version).
Article 45.
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The left vas successful, however, in having inspectors restricted to
members from public education and to require them to have five years service. 38

In addition, the list for subjects to be taught in primar.y schools

vas expanded to include history and geography, physical sciences, and elementary agriculture and industry, all subjects included by the Conseil
but repressed b.Y the commission. 39

!! tEtat,

The last success of any importance by the

left was in the area of the Ecoles normales.

Article 34 (35 in the final

version) as originally presented would replace them with courses taken b.Y
prospecti ve lnsti tuteurs at certain prilllary schools under the direc ~on of
,

,

A

eleves-maitres.

.

Vlliile an amendment for an obligatory Ecole normale ip each

department was rejeo ted, the Commission agreed to have the suppression dependent upon the recommendation of the conseil academ1S!e departmental. 40
Subsequent articles further strengthened the role of the Church in education by placing the mayor, the ~ and ministers of other religions in a
supervisory capacity over primary education in their area;41 by' confirming
the end of the certifica t

g t '"etudes

univE~rsi taires formerly required for the

bachelor eegree;42 by' allowing subsidies for private secondary schools;43

40Ibid., Februar.y 22, p. 631.
39 Ibid., February 20, p. 6OL..

Article 21 (23 in final version).

4l

Article 34 (35 in final version).

Ibid., p. 636.

Article

43Ibid., Article 7L.,
-

44.

42xbid., February 26, p. 678.

Article 68 (63 in final version).

(69 in final version).
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by permitting an unlimited number

ot petits seminaires;44 and

by enabling

a privats school to become the public one if the commune IS conset;l; municipal
votes for it. 4,
The second deliberation closed on February 26

T~th

the acceptance of the

tinal article which declared void all previous conflicting lawa. 46

Then in

tour days ot sessions beginning March il, the AssemblY again reviewed the
entire projet.

47

There were several slight moditications urged by the Com.-

mission, most of which passed, and numerous amendments supported by opposition delegates, almost all of mich failed.

Cr~eux did obtain the in-

clusion of a representative of the Jewish tai th where a conslstolre was
legally established,48 and this was really the only opposition amendment accepted by the Assembly.
to b,rpass the cOD8e11

Almost all the proposals from the lett were attempts

academi~~

departmental by resorting to local super-

vision where republican sympathies might be strong in certain areas.
wanted the cOllseU muniCipal to name and revoke institutuers. 49

Sommier

Anglade· l(a~~

ed every commune to have a public school regardless of how maqy attended a

44Ibid.,

p. 680. Article 75 (70 in final version).
45Ibid., February 22, p~ 633. Article 36.
46 Ibid., Februar,y 27, p. 692. Article 88 (82
tinal version).
47Ibid., March 12, p. 835.
48 Ibid., p. 839. Article 10.
in

-

49~., Maroh 14,

.p.

854. Article 29 (31 in final version).

7,
~aint-Romms went so far

private one.'O

8S

to try to allow communes which

assumed the entire educational expense to have the right to pick their own
instituteur, . commenting that communes and heads of families in this law nne

.,;;;.;;.;;;..;.;:;...;.;.;..;.0....;;;;;,.
•.

sont plus rien. ft51
In a fitting close to this defeat for the left, (''remieux tried to amend
the date of effectiveness for the law !raft September 1, 1850 to July- 1, 18,2,
only to be met with a call for the gU8stion pr'alabl~ br the majority, which,
unlike cloture, would not merely end debate but would even prevent Cremieux
from speaking to develop his amendment.'2

'I'he vote carried 366 to

257, and

moments later amid furious protestations from the left over the treatment of
Crftteux, the law was voted !Fsemb~.! 399 to 237.,3 'rhis majority was somewhat less than that recorded on man,.. of the individual articles and amend-

mente, and one notable abstention was that of Mgr. Parisis.

-

5OIbid ., p. 866. Article 3,.
'lIbid., p.

867.

'-1Ri~.,

891.

'2Ib1d., March 16, p. 890.
p.

CRAFTER VI
'!HE

!&! .-FAL;.;;;;;;.;;;,..........
LOO X IN

OPERATION.

1850-1880.

Despite the large majority which carried the vote on March
was considerable voiced criticism of the law.

1"

there

Even the Mom teur vai ted

untU March 27 to print the text allowing Louis Napoleon time to order a
fourth deliberation. 1

Veuillot in his Univers inaugerated a campaign to have

Rome disapprove of the 1aw, 2 mile journals representing the lett's opinion
were tull ot criticism, although they showed a note of optimism over the recent election of three republican-minded deputies from Paris.)
Finally on May 1" Mgr. Fornari, the Apostolic mmcio, issued a circulaire to all the French bishops michurged adherence to the law and expressed
the opinim that the Church must disregard some ot its rights for the overall
goOd. 4 It particularly encouraged the bishops to become active in the ConseU
superieur.

After this formal. declaration from Rome, the opposition Catholics

ceased their public attack.
Events did not have long to wait for the conserwtive and clerical ad-

vance, and in this progress the govemlll8nt initially concurred.

By 18,1, the

lPage 1011.
2Falloux, I, p. ,61.

~che1, p.

,48

f.

4The text can be found

in Montalembert, Oeuvres,

76

In,

p.

422.
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the teaching of philosophy practically disappeared fram the coll~g.8, the

sole exception being 10gic. 5 Most of the rectors appointed to fill the increased number of acacr-emies were favorable to the Church, and the conseils
academigues departmentals were dominated by the clergy with the support ot
the magistrates and the representatives of the conseils gene raux. 6 In the
colleges and lyeees, religious instruction was made obligatory,7 and chaplains became frequent in the Ecoles normales, 8 where many priests served ••
directors and proressors. 9
But the administration of Louis Napoleon was not merely interested in

fostering religious education, increased centralization in public instruction
also followed.

On March 11, 1852, a decree was promulgated placing many

teaching positions previously elected under the appointment of the President. 10 Later that same year, the Minister of Public Instruction, Fortoul,
tried to reinstate the old larger acad&m1es and to restore the rectors to
their former importance, but he was effectively combatted in the ConaeU
fluperieur, especially by Parleu, and the projet was adjoumed. ll

SSimon, p. 189.
6Jean Mauraln,
19»), p. 131.

.!:!

Poli tigy.e eCClesiastigue

7Ibid., p. 143.

-

Blbid., p. 1.34.

-

9Ibid., p.

142.

lOMoniteur, March 11, 18,2, p. 39,.
llMaurain, p. 133.

.s:!!

Second JWI>lre (Paris,
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On a more local level, the clergy were usually successful in fostering
religious instruction and in ousting undesirable instituteurs.
" ' , /

Many -ecole8

",.

publigue laigue became ecoles publique congreganiste at local option, and
where an ~ole libre congreganiste opened, it often meant the ruin of the

"ecole

publigue, since the congregations frequently would charge no tuition

in an attempt to attract students.

One author found these decisions to be

"un des principaux objets de 1a vie municipale. ltl2 On a secondary level
many communal coll~g6s became private institutions for similar reasons.

,,11ile Fortoul's ministry' could be characterized as pro-clerical and
authoritarian, that of his successor Reuland was more benevolent to the
versit'8 tradition.

Yn!-

He was largely effective in curbing the ecclesiastical

schools and bolstering the public ones, especially after 1860 when a liberal
cast was manifesting itself throughout the Einpire.

In February, 1660,

Rouland forbade the free institutions from calling themselves coll~ge8,lJ
and in May of the following year, the right of the prefect to name instituteurs was reasserted, leading to decisions often at odds with a congregation's superior. l4 Specific instructions were given to the prefect to obtain views of the conseil municipal on what type of a school they wanted
after many had had congregational schools foisted on them by the local.
conservative forces. l '

,61.
lJIbid., p. ,60.
l2Ibid ., p.

-

-

141 bid. , p. ,64.

-

l'Ibid., p.

,66.
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The trend established by Rouland was continued by Victor Duruyafter
1863, although his projects were not very successful.

His ideas for non-

classical vocational education, for secondary instruction for girls in public
schools, for free and obligatory primary education, and for educational freedom in higher and professional education were effectively combatted.

But

the teaching of philosophy was restored in the public secondary schools in
1863, and in the same year courses in recent EUropean history 'Were again requ1red. 16 It was during the years tha.t Duruy occupied the ministry that
public education made its greatest gains, both in number of students and quality of instzouction. 17
Opposition to the clericall,- orientated education of the &npire was by
no means stamped out, and after 1870, the legislative majorit,r was in the
hands of the former opponents.

-

In the period from 1880 to 1886, the loi

FAlloux was effectively abrogated.

Although private schools were not exactl,-

suppressed, the clergy was removed from the public system.

Canplete revenge

would not come until after 1900.
The following statistics reveal the initial growth of the Church and
private schools after 18,0 followed by the later restoration in the public
system.

The number or private schools on the secondary level rose rapidly

during the first rew years after 18,0.

wbereas in 1847 there were only 116

institutions (26 of which were institutions

-

l6 Ibid ., p. 678
17Williams, p. 197.

.2!

plein exercice) that gave more

80
than the elementary secondary education given in the 870 e.ensions,18 by 1854

there were over a hundred institutions

~

plein exereice controlled b.1 the

Church alone,19 and the total number of private secondary schools had risen
by almost tl«> hundred, from 988 20 to 1,081,21 with an enrollment that had in-

creased from 40,717 22 to 63,574. 23 Remarkably the state lye.es and cOllses
had only decreased in enrollment from 52,755 in 1850 24 to 46,440 in 1854,25
sl though many coll~ge..s had become private schools under the control of the

clergy.

But from 185h to 1865, there was an increase of enrollment in both

systems wi til the state schools gaining more students both in absolute numbers
and in percentage increase.

The pri 'Y8te schools by then enrolled 77,906
students 26 while the state schools rose to 65,688. 27

18See above page 11.
19Weill , Secondaire, p. 1.30.
20See above page 11.
21France, M:inist~re de l'instruction publique at des beaux-arts, Statistigues .2! l tenseignement secondaire, (Paris, 1865), II, p. 144.
22r.toniteur, April 13, 1847, p. 781. Report to Deputies. Neither this
figure nor thi follOwing one includes the number of students in the petits
seminaires, rut they were limited to ~,OOO in 1847 and their number was estimated at 18,000 in 1854 (Maurain, p. 144).
23statistiques secondaire, TI, p. 144.

24Ibid.,

2>-

p.

136.

Maurain, p. 581.

26statis=es secondaire, II, p. 144. This figure does not include the
number of Stu
s"enronea In the petits seminaires, but it seems reasonable
to presume that the number l«>uld not have increased (and more than likely
decreased because of transfers to private inst!tutions) since it was no longer
necessary to attend them merely to obtain a religious secondary education
wi th no thoughts of entering the priesthood.

27 Ibid.

• 136
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The figures for prlJuary education do not revea.l so marked an increase
in privata schools, bu.t here it must Ce

born.~;.;).n

mind. that many public lay

schools were in effect religious in addition to those ;Jublic schools run by
the congregations.

?rom 1850 to 1863 both the public congregational and the

public lay schools increased in numbers and enrollment, but the nUlllber of
congregational schools almost doubled from 6,1.60 to 11,099, while lay schools
inc rea sed from 37,379 to

41, 346 J

with the student increase proportional to

that of the sChools. 28 In privatd education lay schools decreased notioeably from 12,885 schooL., with 4LO,ooO enrollmont in 18.50 to 10,209 schools
with 421,000 students in 1863, while ecclesiastical schools climbed from

3,848 to 6,107, with an increase of students from 271,000 to 499,000.

29

-

In evaluating the effects of the loi Falloux, it is unavoidable to look
to the events of 1880 to 1886 and 1901 to 1905, "When all remnan ts of ,. t were
quite effectively destroyed.

This study makes no pretenses of delving into

those years of violent anticlerlcalism, but with them in mind a few observations must be made.

It would be quite convenient to explain this reversal

in terms of' a simple reaction against the clerlcal control of education that

evolved in the last two ;rears nf the Hepubl1c and under the r..'r.pire, rot the
feeling here 1s that this would not be a sufficient explanation.

It would

overlook the s1.tuation epitomized by the Dreyfus Affair which shook turn-ot-

28 Maurain, p. 766.

-

29 Ibid.
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the-c entur y Frarr! e to its found ations .

It would overlo ok the intel lectu al

ry, espec ially
effor t expen ded in the secon d half of the Ninet eenth Cebtu
Camo t had only
that which devel oped the conce pt of the '$cole lal'qu e, which
that it was not
primi tively voice d. In addit ion, it shoul d be point ed out
religi ous educa tion
merel y the !2! _Fa...,l.l;..o...,ux_ 'Which enabl ed the clerg y to inser t
inclin ation on
into the schoo l system ; Louis Napoleon himse lf utiliz ed this
ts of his decre e
the part of Catho lics to repre ss repub licani sm. The effec
liber als and
of March, 1852, for examp le, were as effec tive in repla cing
il, super ieur
repub licans in teach ing posit ions as any cleri cs on any conse
or dep!r tment al.

The recto rs, who were appoi nted, had no cleri cal appro -

batio n rut were named direc tly by the Presi dent.

Moreover, it was the effor ts

an ideas than
of such minis ters as Forto ul, motiv ated more by autho ritari
After 1860, this
religi ous confi ction , which incre ased government contr ol.
no doubt that
tende ncy broug ht prote sts from the clerg y itsel f. There is
to ideol ogica l
educa tion surfe red as a resul t of more atten tion being paid
disco vered ,
conte nt than quali ty of instru ction , it is also true, as Duruy
conno tation s
that desir able chang es devoi d of any religi ous or polit ical
were sever ely resis ted by conse rvativ e force s.

--

bas conce rned
This study began with a refere nce to les deux r'ranc es and
re was this di viitsel f with one aspec t of the strug gle between them. Nowhe
r of stude nts in
sion seen bette r than in the schoo l system s where the nUlllbe
and priva te lay
publi c and priva te Church schoo ls and the number in publi c
to 'Whether the
schoo ls came close to being equal . The quest ion arise s as
the conse rvativ eviole nt quarr els of later years might have been avoid ed if
own indep enden t
cleri cal inter ests had remai ned conte nt with obtai ning their
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schools, and the events after 1850 seem to indicate that this struggle would
have gone on regardless.

The Dupanloups and Montalemberts were adamant in

their denunciation of irreligion and radicalism and zealous in their efforts
to repress it, while the Hugos and Saint-Beuves were equally ardent in their
an ticlericalism.

w'here the Law of 1850 did permit a local option, the strife

was bitter with suoh anomolies as a congregation sohool offering free education only to lure students away from a public school which had to charge.
It was not the educational laws which paved the

w., for anticlerical re-

action, nor was it the intemperance of clerics once they assumed some control.

l:!! ~

Frances had been born in the Eighteenth Century, and they would not

die in the Nineteenth.

1ike equally matched armies, the area of occupation

might shift, but a complete and permanent viotory for ei tiler side was unobtainable.
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